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ABSTRACT%
TIMEZAND!POLARIZATIONZRESOLVED!STUDIES!OF!DIRECTIONAL!COUPLING!IN!
ISOLATED!SEMICONDUTOR!NANOSTRUCTURES!
MAY!2015!
JOELLE!A.!LABASTIDE,!B.S.!UNIVERSITY!OF!MASSACHUSESSTS!AMHERST!
Ph.D.,!UNIVERSITY!OF!MASSACHUSETTS!AMERST!
Directed!by!Professor!Michael!D.!Barnes!
!
Development!of!new!materials!and!assembly!strategies!for!organic!semiconductorZ
based!optoelectronic!materials!is!a!problem!of!great!interest!worldwide,!as!researchers!
seek!to!resolve!the!questions!pertinent!to!the!creation!of!inexpensive,!reliable,!efficient,!
and!stable!active!layer!components.!Organic!semiconductors!as!the!basis!for!
photovoltaic!active!layers!show!significant!promise!for!these!applications.!However,!
there!is!still!much!that!needs!to!be!understood!about!the!molecular!scale!structural!
features!that!impact!the!functionZessential!processes!such!as!exciton!generation,!
diffusion,!and!dissociation,!and!charge!transfer!and!transport,!which!are!all!strongly!
dependent!on!the!ability!of!photogenerated!species!to!move!along!and!between!
chromophores!within!molecular!assemblies[1Z4],!and!sensitive!functions!of!molecular!
scale!structure[5Z10]!.!This!thesis!will!address!some!of!the!important!materials!science!
questions!aimed!at!gaining!a!thorough!understanding,!and!control,!over!the!properties!
that!promote!or!inhibit!different!functionalities.!Specifically,!how!molecularZscale!
packing!affects!the!nature,!and!directionality!of!chromophore!coupling!in!organic!
vii!
semiconducting!nanostructures,!and!how!the!strength!and!directionality!of!
chromophore!coupling!affects!movement!of!photogenerated!charges!through!these!
materials,!along!specific!directions.!!
!
In!order!to!address!these!questions,!timeZdependent!polarization!resolved!
photoluminescence!experiments,!enabling!direct!measurement!of!contrast!resolved!on!
picosecond!timescales,!were!developed!and!explored!in!the!context!of!two!material!
platforms:!single!nanofibers!of!poly!3ZHexythiophene!and!single!crystals!of!
tetraazaterrylene.!The!combination!of!fineZtiming!resolution!provided!by!our!new!
technique!and!orientation!information!afforded!by!isolated!nanostructures!allowed!the!
directional!effects!of!chromophore!coupling!on!exciton!diffusion!to!be!interrogated!
directly.!Using!this!method,!we!discovered!a!fast!equilibration!processes!that!populates!
differently!coupled!chromophore!states!on!a!femtosecond!timescale,!the!effect!of!small!
shifts!in!interZ!vs.!intraZchain!coupling!strengths!in!P3HT!nanofibers!can!reduce!the!
effective!dimensionality!of!a!nanostructure,!and!a!direction!specific!charge!transfer!
interaction!in!tetraazaterrylene!extended!crystals.!!
% !
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K'J@MRLB'E@OHLB='FSD'D?B'ABLKD@NB'O?KJBJ'HI'CHSOLBE'E@OHLBJ'@POKCD'HOD@CKL'JBLBCD@HM'ASLBJ'
KJ'D?B'DAKMJ@D@HM'E@OHLB'PHPBMD'@J'BM?KMCBE'HA'NKM@J?BJ'ESB'DH'CHMJDASCD@NB'HA'
EBJDASCD@NB'@MDBAIBABMCB'HI'D?B'C?KARB'EBMJ@DG'HJC@LLKD@HMJ<''
'
!"9 ,-.&%$)*:$7;<&)2*()6*=&>>7/&$)*
!"9"!*=&;$<4*.$7;<&)2*
*VC@DHM'CHSOL@MR'HI'@ME@N@ESKL'C?AHPHO?HABJ'Q@D?@M'HARKM@C'JBP@CHMESCD@MR'PKDBA@KLJ'
@J'D?B'PBC?KM@JP'BMKFL@MR'E@IISJ@HMKL'PHD@HM<'*KC?'C?AHPHO?HAB'?KJ'KM'KJJHC@KDBE'
E@OHLB'PHPBMD='KME'HAEBABE'KAAKMRBPBMDJ'HI'C?AHPHO?HABJ'CKM'FB'SMEBAJDHHE'@M'D?B'
CHMDBVD'HI'J@POLB'OBADSAFKD@HM'D?BHAG'
PHEBLJ'dJ@P@LKA'DH'>lCTBL'$?BHAGe='@M'
Q?@C?'D?B'JDABMRD?'HI'D?B'E@OHLB'
CHSOL@MR'@J'K'JBMJ@D@NB'ISMCD@HM'HI'FHD?'
ABLKD@NB'HA@BMDKD@HM'KME'@MDBA+
C?AHPHO?HAB'E@JDKMCB<'4@RSAB'7'
'
8&2714*+"'!'OK@A'HI'CHSOLBE'E@OHLBJ'
JBOKAKDBE'FG'AKE@SJ'?"**
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EBO@CDJ'K'OK@A'HI'CHSOLBE'E@OHLBJ'HI'KAF@DAKAG'ABLKD@NB'HA@BMDKD@HM'JBOKAKDBE'FG'AKE@SJ'?='
KME'BUSKD@HM'9'BVOABJJBJ'D?B'BMBARG'HI'D?B'@MDBAKCD@HM'FBDQBBM'D?BP<''
! 
  
! 
VAB (R
"
) =
! 
µ A #
! 
µ B
R 3
$
3( ! µ A #
! 
R )( ! µ B #
! 
R )
R 5 '
`@D?@M'D?@J'7+E@OHLB'FKJ@J='m!'KME'm"'KAB'L@MBKA'E@OHLBJ'JBOKAKDBE'FG'K'AKE@SJ'NBCDHA'?='
KME'2!"d?e'@J'D?B'CHAABCD@HM'DH'D?B'BMBARG'HI'K'J@MRLB'E@OHLB'ESB'DH'D?B'OABJBMCB'HI'
KMHD?BA<''!J'2!"'''@J'KMKLHRHSJ'DH'K'>lCTBL'HA'D@R?D+F@ME@MR'OKAKPBDBA='@DJ'PKRM@DSEB'
KME'J@RM'EBDBAP@MB'D?B'BMBARG'HAEBA@MR'HI'CHSOLBE'E@OHLB'JDKDBJ='KME'D?BABIHAB'D?B'
HOD@CKL'JBLBCD@HM'ASLBJ<'4@RSAB'\'J?HQJ'K'JC?BPKD@C'J?HQ@MR'D?B'OHJJ@FLB'KAAKMRBPBMDJ'
IHA'D?B'DQH'L@P@D@MR'CKJBJ'IHA'E@OHLB'HA@BMDKD@HM['IKCB+DH+IKCB'd!='"e'KME'?BKE'DH'DK@L'd&='
-e<'$?B'ABJSLD@MR'QKNBISMCD@HMJ'IHA'D?B'CHSOLBE'BVC@DHM'JDKDBJ'KAB'C?KAKCDBA@ZBE'KJ'
JGPPBDA@C'HA'KMD@JGPPBDA@C'Q@D?'ABJOBCD'DH'DAKMJLKD@HM='Q?BM'D?B'C?KARB'EBMJ@DG'
HJC@LLKD@HMJ'KAB'@M'KME'HSD'HI'O?KJB='ABJOBCD@NBLG<'(M'D?B'CKJB'HI'IKCB+DH+IKCB'CHSOL@MR='
D?B'@MMBA'OAHESCD'HI'µ 'Q@D?'?'@J'ZBAH='KME'D?B'I@AJD'DBAP'@M'D?B'BVOABJJ@HM'EBDBAP@MBJ'
D?B'NKLSB'HI'2!"<'$?B'@MDBAKCD@HM'BMBARG'@J'MBRKD@NB'IHA'D?B'KMD@OKAKLLBL'CHSOL@MR'CKJB'
d!e='Q?@LB'D?B'OKAKLLBL+CHSOLBE'E@OHLBJ'OAHESCB'K'OHJ@D@NB'$*='PKT@MR'D?B'KMD@JGPPBDA@C'
KAAKMRBPBMD'D?B'LHQBA'BMBARG'JDKDB<'4HA'D?B'?BKE+DH+DK@L'CKJB='D?B'OKAKLLBL'
CHMI@RSAKD@HM'CHMJD@DSDBJ'D?B'LHQBA'BMBARG'JDKDB'Q?BM'f%f'@J'JPKLL'CHPOKABE'DH'fm!<mFf<'
@!A'
*
8&2714*9"'4KCB'DH'IKCB'd!='"e'KME'?BKE'DH'DK@L'd&='-e'CHSOLBE'E@OHLB'JC?BPKD@C<'
'
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!"9"+*,-.&%$)*=&>>7/&$)'
"BCKSJB'DAKMJIBA'HI'BVC@DKD@HMJ'FBDQBBM'CHSOLBE'E@OHLBJ'N@K'@MCH?BABMD'n?HOO@MRo'@J'D?B'
PKbHA'PBC?KM@JP'FG'Q?@C?'4ABMTBL'BVC@DHMJ'E@IISJB'Q@D?@M'HARKM@C'JBP@CHMESCDHAJW]Y='
C?AHPHO?HAB'KL@RMPBMD'CA@D@CKLLG'@POKCDJ'D?B'D@PBJCKLBJ'KME'E@ABCD@HMKL@DG'HI'?HOO@MR'
BNBMDJ<'&H?BABMD'DAKMJOHAD'HCCSAJ'HMLG'Q@D?@M'D?B'BLBCDAHM@C'OHLKA@ZKD@HM'O?KJB+
CH?BABMCB'D@PB'dp788'IJe'KME'@J'D?SJ'@RMHABE'?BAB@M<'4@RSAB'X'J?HQJ'K'ABOABJBMDKD@HM'HI'
K'JBP@CHMESCD@MR'OHLGPBA'C?K@M'KJ'K'JBA@BJ'HI'CHSOLBE'C?AHPHO?HAB'JBRPBMDJ<'!IDBA'
O?HDHBVC@DKD@HM='BVC@DHMJ'CKM'FB'DAKMJIBAABE'FBDQBBM'J@DBJ'N@K'?HOO@MR'KLHMR'KME'
FBDQBBM'C?K@MJ'@M'KM'KRRABRKDB<'>HOO@MR'@J'J@P@LKA'DH'K'E@OHLB+@MESCBE'E@OHLB'
@MDBAKCD@HMJ'@M'4HSA@BA'%BJHMKMCB'*MBARG'$AKMJIBA'd4%*$e='@M'Q?@C?'D?B'HJC@LLKD@MR'
E@OHLB'PHPBMD'HM'HMB'C?AHPHO?HAB'@MESCBJ'K'O?KJB+?KAPHM@C'HJC@LLKD@HM'@M'K'
MB@R?FHA@MR'E@OHLB='D?BABFG'DAKMJIBAA@MR'D?B'BVC@DKD@HM<''
'
8&2714*B"'#C?BPKD@C'HI'BVC@DHM'E@IISJ@HM'N@K'DAKMJIBA'HI'BVC@DKD@HMJ'FBDQBBM'
KEbKCBMD'C?AHPHO?HABJ'Q@D?@M'KME'FBDQBBM'OHLGPBA'C?K@MJ'@M'K'#+JDKCT<'
'
'
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(I'QB'CHMJ@EBA'E@IISJ@HM'KLHMR'K'J@MRLB'OHLGPBA'C?K@M'KJ'K'JBA@BJ'HI'@EBMD@CKL'?HOO@MR'
BNBMDJ='SMEBAJDKME@MR'D?B'ABLKD@HMJ?@O'FBDQBBM'D?B'JDABMRD?'HI'D?B'E@OHLB'CHSOL@MR'KME'
D?B'?HOO@MR'D@PB'FBDQBBM'C?AHPHO?HABJ'FBCHPBJ'K'JDAK@R?DIHAQKAE'D@PB+EBOBMEBMD'
OBADSAFKD@HM'D?BHAG'OAHFLBP<''*USKD@HM'7'ABOABJBMDJ'D?B'QKNBISMCD@HM'BVOABJJBE'KJ'K'
JDKDB'NBCDHA'@M'K'DQH+C?AHPHO?HAB'FKJ@J'
! 
"(t) = {CA (t)Exp(#i$A t),CB (t)Exp(#i$B t)},"(t = 0) = [1,0]'
Q?BAB'f&!="'dDef7'KAB'D?B'OAHFKF@L@D@BJ'HI'D?B''BVC@DHM'ABJ@E@MR'HM'C?AHPHO?HAB'!'KME'"='
KME'kq!="'KAB'BKC?'BUSKL'DH'D?B'FKMERKO'BMBARG<'(I'QB'KJJSPB'D?B'SJSKL'CHME@D@HM'D?KD'
&!'EHBJMoD'C?KMRB'HNBA'D?B'CHSAJB'HI'K'J@MRLB'D@PB'JDBO'D?BM'D?B'OAHFKF@L@DG'HI'DAKMJIBA'
@J'R@NBM'FG'BUSKD@HM'\<'
  
! 
Cb (t) =
i
!
VAB (t)Exp("i(#A "
t=0
thop
$ #B )t)dt '
$?B'ABLKD@HMJ?@O'EBJCA@FBE'FG'BUSKD@HM'\'FBCHPBJ'BNBM'J@POLBA'@I'QB'PKTB'DQH'
ABKJHMKFLB'KJJSPOD@HMJ<'$?B'I@AJD'@J'D?KD'@M'D?B'L@P@D'HI'QBKT'CHSOL@MR'dPBKM@MR'D?B'
PKRM@DSEB'HI'2!"'@J'JPKLL'CHPOKABE'DH'D?B'FKMERKO'BMBARGe='QB'CKM'@RMHAB'D?B'D@PB'
EBOBMEBMCB'HI'2!"'KME'@MJDBKE'ABOLKCB'2!"'dDe'Q@D?'@DJ'PKRM@DSEB'f2!"'f='KME'D?B'JBCHME'
@J'D?KD'J@DBJ'!'KME'"'KAB'@JHBMBARBD@C=dPBKM@MR'q!jq"e'KME'D?B''BVOHMBMD@KL'DBAP'@M'D?B'
@MDBRAKME'RHBJ'DH'9<'4@MKLLG='BUSKD@HM'X'EBJCA@FBJ'D?B'OAHFKF@L@DG'HI'DAKMJIBAA@MR'KM'
BVC@DKD@HM'IAHP'C?AHPHO?HABJ'!'DH'"''
  
! 
PAB (t) = CB (t)
2
=
|VAB |
!
t" 
# 
$ 
% 
& 
' 
2
'
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$?B'BVC@DKD@HM'@J'JSCCBJJISLLG'DAKMJIBAABE'Q?BM'D?B'OAHFKF@L@DG'EBJCA@FBE'FG'BUSKD@HM'X'
@J'SM@DG'd.!"dDej9e='@M'Q?@C?'CKJB='D?B'DAKMJ@D@HM='HA'?HOO@MR='D@PB'D?HO''@J'@MNBAJBLG'
OAHOHAD@HMKL'DH'D?B'PKRM@DSEB'HI'2!"'='KJ'BVOABJJBE'FG'BUSKD@HM':<'
  
! 
thop =
!
VAB
'
'(M'D?@J'QKG='D?B'PKRM@DSEB'HI'D?B'E@OHLB'CHSOL@MR'E@CDKDBJ'D?B'D@PBJCKLB'IHA'?HOO@MR'
KME='CHMJBUSBMDLG='D?B'BVC@DHM'E@IISJ@HM<'$?BJB'?HOO@MR'D@PBJ'CKM'FB'BVDABPBLG'IKJD'@M'
CHMbSRKDBE'OHLGPBAJ'L@TB'OHLG'\+?BVGLD?@HO?BMB'd.\>$e='IHA'Q?@C?'HSA'CKLCSLKD@HM'
ABDSAMJ'?HOO@MR'D@PBJ'HI':+98'IBPDHJBCHMEJ'dCHAABJOHME@MR'DH'f2!"'fjc8+:8'PB2e<'
'
.KAD@CSLKALG'@M'OHLGPBA'C?K@M'KJJBPFL@BJ='D?B'?HOO@MR'D@PBJ'FBDQBBM'L@MBKALG'KME'
CHIKC@KLLG+CHSOLBE'E@OHLBJ'@J'L@TBLG'DH'HCCSA'KD'E@IIBABMD'AKDBJ<'$?@J'@J'ESB'@M'OKAD'DH'IKCD'
D?KD'E@IIBABMD'DBAPJ'@M'D?B'E@OHLB'HOBAKDHA'CHMDA@FSDB'DH'f2!"'f'IHA'D?B'E@IIBABMD'
KAAKMRBPBMDJ='KME'@M'OKAD'DH'D?B'E@IIBABMCB'@M'D?B'PKRM@DSEB'HI'D?B'AKE@SJ'NBCDHA'?*
FBDQBBM'C?AHPHO?HABJ'HM'D?B'JKPB'NBAJSJ'E@IIBABMD'C?K@MJW9^='78='7_Y<''(M'JGJDBPJ'
D?KD'KAB'CHPOHJBE'HI'FHD?'CHLL@MBKALG+'KME'CHIKC@KLLG+CHSOLBE'C?AHPHO?HABJ='D?B'DQH+
E@PBMJ@HMKL'E@IISJ@HM'AKDB'Q@LL'FB'E@CDKDBE'FG'CHPF@MKD@HM'HI'D?B'@ME@N@ESKL'?HOO@MR'
OAHFKF@L@D@BJ<'$?BHABD@CKLLG='FG'PKM@OSLKD@MR'NKA@KFLBJ'L@TB'#+JDKCT'E@JDKMCBJ='
C?AHPHO?HAB'KL@RMPBMDJ='KME'C?K@M'OLKMKA@DG='D?B'?HOO@MR'D@PBJ'@M'BKC?'E@ABCD@HM'
CHSLE'FB'HOD@P@ZBE'DH'OAHESCB'KENKMDKRBHSJ'E@IISJ@HM'CHME@D@HMJWc='7]Y<'''
'
'
'
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$?B'CHSOLBE'CHPF@MKD@HMJ'HI'E@OHLBJ'Q@D?'E@IIBABMD'PKRM@DSEBJ'KME'E@ABCD@HMJ'?KNB'
E@JD@MCD'JOBCDAHJCHO@C'J@RMKDSABJ='Q?@C?'CKM'FB'SJBE'DH'EBDBAP@MB'C?AHPHO?HAB'
KL@RMPBMD'@M'JBP@CHMESCDHA'MKMHJDASCDSABJW98Y<'4@RSAB':'J?HQJ'KM'BLBCDAHM@C'JDKDB'
JC?BPKD@C'IHA'D?B'IKCB+DH+IKCB'HA'>+KRRABRKDB'KME'?BKE+DH+DK@L'HA';+KRRABRKDB'CHSOLBE'
E@OHLB'CHMI@RSAKD@HMJ<'$?B'OKAKLLBL'KME'KMD@OKAKLLBL'E@OHLB'CHSOL@MR'CHMI@RSAKD@HMJ'
CHMJD@DSDB'D?B'?@R?'KME'LHQ'BMBARG'L@P@DJ'HI'D?B@A'ABJOBCD@NB'FKMEJ'dQ@D?'FKMEQ@ED?'
`j7f2!"f='Q@D?'D?B'J@MRLB='SMCHSOLBE'E@OHLB'BLBCDAHM@C'JDKDB'LHCKDBE'CBMDAKLLG'HM'D?B'
BMBARG'JCKLB'd2!"j8eW98Y<'$?B'PKRM@DSEB'HI'D?B'CHSOL@MR'df2!"fe'EBDBAP@MBJ'D?B'Q@ED?'HI'
D?B'FKME='KME'D?B'E@OHLBJ'KAB'CHMJ@EBABE'nQBKTLG'CHSOLBEo'@I'f2!"f'@J'JPKLL'CHPOKABE'DH'
'
8&2714*C"'#DKDB'E@KRAKP'IHA'CHSOLBE'E@OHLBJ'@M'CHIKC@KL'>+KRRABRKDB'KME'L@MBKA';+
KRRABRKDB'KAAKMRBPBMD<'$?B'FLSB'KME'ABE'KAAHQJ'ABJOBCD@NBLG'@ME@CKDB'KLLHQBE'
KFJHAOD@HM'KME'BP@JJ@HM'DAKMJ@D@HMJ'FBDQBBM'D?B'RAHSME'dfMj8ge'KME'I@AJD'BVC@DBE'
JDKDB'dfMj9ge='Q@D?'D?B'KAAHQ'L@MBQ@ED?'@ME@CKD@MR'D?B'ABLKD@NB'HJC@LLKDHA'JDABMRD?'
IHA'BP@JJ@HM'DAKMJ@D@HMJ<''
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D?B'FKMERKO'BMBARG='KME'nJDAHMRLG'CHSOLBEo'@I'CHPOKAKFLB'@M'BMBARGW^='_='\8Y<'(I'f2!"f'@J'
HM'D?B'HAEBA'HI'D?B'N@FAKD@HMKL'JOKC@MR='D?BM'D?B'N@FAHM@C'JDASCDSAB'HM'D?B'JOBCDASP'Q@LL'
MHD'FB'E@JCBAMKFLB='Q?@C?'@J'D?B'CKJB'IHA'JDAHMRLG'CHSOLBE'>+KRRABRKDBJ<''
'
`@D?@M'D?B'QBKTLG'CHSOLBE'ABR@PB'df2!"'frr'*"KMERKOe='KMD@C@OKDBE'DH'FB'DGO@CKL'IHA'PHJD'
HARKM@C'JBP@CHMESCD@MR'MKMHJDASCDSABJ'BV@JD='D?B'N@FAHM@C'JDASCDSAB'JSOBA@POHJBE'HM'
D?B'KFJHAOD@HM'KME'BP@JJ@HM'JOBCDAK'CKAAG'EBDK@LBE'JDASCDSAKL'@MIHAPKD@HM'KFHSD'D?B'
CHMMBCD@N@DG'HI'C?AHPHO?HABJ'@M'D?BJB'PKDBA@KLJ<''$?B'FLSB'KME'ABE'NBAD@CKL'KAAHQJ'@M'
D?B'I@RSAB':'JC?BPKD@C'ABOABJBMD'HOD@CKLLG'KLLHQBE'N@FAHM@C'KFJHAOD@HM'KME'BP@JJ@HM'
DAKMJ@D@HMJ'FBDQBBM'D?B'BLBCDAHM@C'RAHSME'JDKDB'fMj8g'KME'I@AJD'BVC@DBE'JDKDB'
fMj9=Nj8=9g='KME'D?B@A'L@MBQ@ED?J'ABOABJBMD'D?B'ABLKD@NB'HJC@LLKDHA'JDABMRD?J'HI'D?B'
BP@JJ@HM'DAKMJ@D@HMJ<'!FJHAOD@HM'@J'KLLHQBE'IHA'D?B'RAHSME'JDKDB'DH'D?B'MHEBLBJJ'BVC@DBE'
JDKDB='Q?@C?'@J'KD'D?B'DHO'HI'D?B'FKME'IHA'>+KRRABRKDBJ'dCHIKC@KLLG'CHSOLBEe'KME'HM'D?B'
FHDDHP'IHA';+KRRABRKDBJ'dL@MBKALG'CHSOLBEe<'4HA';+KRRABRKDBJ='BP@JJ@HM'IAHP'D?B'
FHDDHP'HI'D?B'FKME'@J'JDAHMRLG'KLLHQBE='KME'D?B'O?KJB+PKDC?BE'E@OHLB'KL@RMPBMDJ'LBKE'
DH'CH?BABMD'JSOBA'AKE@KMD'BIIBCDJ'dJHPBD@PBJ'CKLLBE'KPOL@I@BE'JOHMDKMBHSJ'BP@JJ@HM'HA'
!#*eW]Y<''&HMJBUSBMDLG=';+KRRABRKDBJ'KAB'JDAHMRLG'BP@JJ@NB'JOBC@BJ'KME'?KNB'BM?KMCBE'
AKE@KD@NB'EBCKG'AKDBJ'dJ?HADBA'L@IBD@PBJe<'$?B'8+8'DAKMJ@D@HM'@M';+KRRABRKDBJ'@J'ABJHMKMD='
KME'JDHTBJ'J?@IDJ'IHA';+KRRABRKDBJ'CHMJBUSBMDLG'JPKLL<''
'
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(M'JDKAT'CHMDAKJD='>+KRRABRKDBJ'KAB'NBAG'QBKT'BP@DDBAJ<'$?@J'@J'ESB'DH'D?B'IKCD'D?KD'
KFJHAOD@HM'HCCSAJ'DH'D?B'DHO'HI'D?B'N@FAHM@C'FKME='KME'PSJD'JSFJBUSBMDLG'D?BAPKL@ZB'DH'
D?B'FHDDHP'FBIHAB'BP@JJ@HM'CKM'HCCSA='@M'KCCHAEKMCB'Q@D?'sKJ?KoJ'ASLBW\9Y<'$?B'
D?BAPKL@ZKD@HM'OAHCBJJ'@J'IKJD='?HQBNBA'D?B'DAKMJ@D@HM'E@OHLB'PHPBMD'IHA'D?@J'JDKDB'
NKM@J?BJ'FBCKSJB'HI'CHPOLBDB'EBJDASCD@NB'@MDBAIBABMCB'HI'D?B'HSD+HI+O?KJB'CHSOLBE'
E@OHLBJ='KME'D?B'8+8'DAKMJ@D@HM'@J'CHPOLBDBLG'EKAT'IHA'OBAIBCD'>+KRRABRKDBJ<'>@R?+
DBPOBAKDSAB'BIIBCDJ'KME'JDASCDSAKL'E@JHAEBA'Q@LL'ABLKV'D?BJB'CHMJDAK@MDJ'DH'KM'BVDBMD='
?HQBNBA'D?B'KJJHC@KDBE'L@IBD@PB'DBME'DH'FB'KM'HAEBA'HI'PKRM@DSEB'LHMRBA'KD'LBKJD'D?KM'
D?B@A';+KRRABRKDB'CHSMDBAOKADJ='KME'USKMDSP'G@BLEJ'KAB'DGO@CKLLG'NBAG'LHQ<'$?B'?@R?BA'
HAEBA'N@FAHM@C'ABOL@CKJ'd8+9='8+7='BDCe'KAB'QBKTLG'BP@JJ@NB='HQ@MR'@M'OKAD'DH'LKDD@CB'
E@JDHAD@HMJ'KME'O?HMHM'CHSOL@MRW\7Y<''
'
'*VOBA@PBMDKLLG='>'KME';'KRRABRKDBJ'KAB'DGO@CKLLG'@EBMD@I@BE'FG'D?B@A'JOBCDAKL'
C?KAKCDBA@JD@CJ<'4@RSAB'^='Q?@C?'@J'FHAAHQBE'IAHP'%BIBABMCB'W]Y='J?HQJ'D?B'J@PSLKDBE'
KFJHAOD@HM'dFLSBe'KME'BP@JJ@HM'dABEe'JOBCDAK'IHA'D?BHABD@CKL'>+KME';+KRRABRKDBJ<'
#OBCDAHJCHO@CKLLG='>+KRRABRKDBJ'KAB'@EBMD@I@KFLB'FG'8+8h8+9'N@FAHM@C'OBKT'@MDBMJ@DG'
'
8&2714*E"'#@PSLKDBE'>+'KME';+KRRABRKDB'KFJHAOD@HM'dFLSBe'KME'BP@JJ@HM'dABEe'JOBCDAK'IAHP'
4<&<'#OKMH<W]Y'
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AKD@HJ'D?KD'KAB'PSC?'LBJJ'D?KM'9'@M'FHD?'KFJHAOD@HM'KME'BP@JJ@HM<'4HA'K'OBAIBCDLG'CHIKC@KL'
>+KRRABRKDB='D?@J'AKD@H'QHSLE'FB'BVKCDLG'8='KJ'D?B'8+8'DAKMJ@D@HM'@J'E@JKLLHQBE<'(M';+
KRRABRKDBJ='D?B'KMKLHRHSJ'@MDBMJ@DG'AKD@HJ'KAB'PSC?'LKARBA'D?KM'9<')KMG'D?ABB'
E@PBMJ@HMKL'MKMHJDASCDSABJ'?KNB'FHD?'?BKE+DH+DK@L'KME'IKCB+DH+IKCB'CHSOL@MR'
PBC?KM@JPJ='KME'KAB'D?SJ'CHMJ@EBABE'DH'FB'?GFA@E'>;+KRRABRKDBJ<'(M'>;+KRRABRKDBJ='
D?B'C?KAKCDBA@ZKD@HMJ'KAB'PKEB'KCCHAE@MR'DH'D?B'EHP@MKMD'CHSOL@MR'PBC?KM@JP='KME'
Q@LL'FB'ABIBAABE'DH'KJ'n>+DGOBo'HA'n;+DGOBo'Q?BM'BV?@F@D@MR'JOBCDAKL'@MDBMJ@DG'AKD@HJ'(8+8h(8+9'
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ABSTRACT: A combination of wavelength-, time-, and polarization-
resolved photoluminescence imaging on isolated P3HT nanofibers of
varying molecular weight (from 10 to 65 kDa) has revealed a transition in
dominant exciton coupling from primarily interchain (H-aggregation) for
low molecular weight nanofibers, to predominantly intrachain (J-
aggregation) coupling for high molecular weight nanofibers. Based on
nanofiber width measurement from TEM imaging, the driving force for this
transition appears to be folding of individual polymer chains within the
lamellae, resulting in enhanced chain planarity and reduced torsional
disorder.
■ INTRODUCTION
In polymer-based organic photovoltaics (OPVs), directional
control over exciton migration within the active layer and
efficient charge harvesting at the donor−acceptor interface
represent important goals in achieving OPVs with improved
power conversion efficiencies. Crystalline nanofibers (or
nanowires) of poly (3-hexylthiophene)one of the most
studied polymers for OPV applications1−7have attracted a
great deal of interest because of the potential for efficient
exciton or charge migration along specific directions (transverse
or parallel) with respect to the nanofiber axis, processes which
strongly depend on structural order and molecular packing
within the aggregate.8−13 Although chain folding has been
suspected to be an important factor in determining electronic
and structural properties of P3HT aggregates,8,14−18 the
photophysical consequences of such conformational changes
have not been specifically identified. In this paper, we show a
transition between two-dimensional (both intra- and interchain
coupling) and one-dimensional (predominantly intrachain)
coupling with increasing polymer molecular weight, as
evidenced by time-, polarization-, and wavelength-resolved
photoluminescence measurements. TEM imaging of isolated
nanofibers shows that the nanofiber width reaches a more or
less constant value for molecular weights >13 kDa, implying
that the onset of polymer chain folding within the nanofiber
strongly affects the balance of intra- and interchain excitonic
couplings.
Within the coupled exciton picture developed by Spano,19
different coupling types (H- or J-aggregate) are readily
identified spectroscopically by intensity differences in origin
(0−0) and sideband (0−1, or higher) vibronic transitions
where the integer designations refer to the number of
vibrational quanta in the initial/final states. In H-type (face-
to-face) coupled systems, electronic transitions between the
ground state and the lowest energy level of the vibronic excited
state (origin transition) are forbidden by symmetry, a selection
rule that is relaxed by static and dynamic disorder. Conversely,
in J-type (head-to-tail) aggregates, the origin transition is
strongly allowed, giving rise to much larger 0−0 intensities
relative to the 0−1 sideband. Therefore, the 0−0/0−1 intensity
ratio of intrachain (interchain) excitonic coupling is larger
(smaller) than 1.20 Both experimental and theoretical studies
have shown that inter- and intrachain excitonic coupling are
codependent in the semicrystalline P3HT structures, making
them hybrid spectroscopic entities now being referred to as HJ-
aggregates.9,21
Molecular packing in P3HT aggregate structures is a sensitive
function of polymer properties (regioregularity, molecular
weight, and polydispersity), solvent, and processing con-
ditions.12,18 Recent quantitative studies of absorption, emission,
and computational studies on P3HT thin films by Silva and co-
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workers have show that the balance between intra- and
interchain excitonic coupling strongly depends on the chain
planarity and torsional disorder in the aggregate region.22
Despite the extensive studies on structure and photo-
luminescence of semicrystalline P3HT films, their intrinsic
nanoscale structural heterogeneity (domain size, orientation,
etc.) complicates a direct and quantitative correlation between
their morphology and optoelectronic properties that is essential
for engineering OPV device active layers.23−25 Isolated
nanostructures (nanoparticles/nanofibers) of P3HT offer a
route toward disentangling these structural heterogeneities,
allowing the correlation of photophysical features with
aggregate structure.9,11−13,26,27 In particular, isolated crystalline
quasi-1D nanofibers represent an attractive platform for study
because the nominal internal chain packing structure is
known.28
Crystalline P3HT nanofibers are formed via self-assembly of
polymer chains into lamellar sheets and subsequent π-stacking
in marginal solvents.8 In P3HT nanofibers, the crystallographic
a, b, c-axes correspond to the vertical (alkyl chain), longitudinal
(π-stack), and transverse (backbone) dimensions, respec-
tively.8,11 Moule ́ and co-workers showed the effect of solvent
on formation kinetics of nanofibers with high molecular weight
P3HT (65 and 48 kDa), suggesting that stronger intrachain
coupling is associated with poorer solvent quality (i.e., a
decrease in the Flory−Huggins parameter).12 Recent work by
Grey and Moule ́ showed that the photoluminescence of
isolated 65 kDa P3HT nanofibers was characteristic of a J-
aggregate structure, and they observed a strong dependence of
torsional disorder and intrachain coherence length on environ-
mental temperature and pressure. This is manifested
spectroscopically as a transition from primarily intrachain (J-
type) to interchain (weak H-type) coupling.13 While all of the
aforementioned solubility, pressure, and temperature studies on
nanofibers have been mostly conducted on high molecular
weight (>48 kDa) P3HT, a wealth of new information can be
achieved by photoluminescence studies of low molecular
weight nanofibers.
In the work presented here, we examine the photo-
luminescence spectra and polarization dynamics of isolated,
crystalline, high regioregular P3HT nanofibers as a function of
polymer molecular weight ranging from 10 to 65 kDa. Evidence
for polymer chain folding is seen by TEM imaging, which
reveals that nanofiber widths (transverse direction) take on a
constant value for Mn > 13 kDa. The effect of increasing
molecular weight is manifested in distinctly different dominant
coupling types: from H-type in the low Mn regime, to
predominant J-type in the high Mn regime. We show further
evidence, with picosecond resolved polarization dynamics, for a
transition from predominantly one-dimensional (J-type)
coupling to two-dimensional coupling (both intra- and
interchain) as Mn is decreased. These effects can be explained
within a structural picture in which high Mn P3HT chains fold
within the lamella resulting in enhanced chain planarity and
possible loss of thiophene ring registration (slip-stacking) in the
subsequent lamellar packing.
■ RESULTS
Nanofibers (NFs) of high regioregular (∼98%) P3HT with
different molecular weights (ranging from 10 to 65 kDa as
measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC)) were
prepared by adding dichloromethane (DCM) to the well-
dissolved P3HT in chloroform (CF) (0.2 mg/mL) for a final
1:7 volume ratio of CF to DCM, and samples were left at 0 °C
in the dark overnight. The 10−48 kDa P3HT samples with 1.2
PDI were synthesized using standard Grignard Metathesis,29
and 65 kDa P3HT with 2.1 PDI was purchased from Aldrich
and used as supplied.
Samples of isolated nanofibers for photoluminescence
imaging were taken by drop casting nanofibers on plasma-
cleaned cover glass from the CF/DCM mixed solvent with a
concentration 100 times less that the stock solution. Figure 1a,b
show representative photoluminescence images of single
nanofibers from 13 and 65 kDa P3HT, respectively, indicating
that low Mn P3HT nanofibers are significantly long (up to tens
of micrometers), while high Mn P3HT nanofibers appear much
shorter (≤1 μm), consistent with previously reported
observations.9,11,13 Figure 1c shows steady-state ensemble
absorption spectra of P3HT nanofibers (suspended in CF/
DCM mixed solvent) with different molecular weights. The
absorption spectra of such suspensions contain contributions
from both crystalline and amorphous P3HT; the contribution
of the crystalline component can be extracted by subtracting
the scaled measured absorption spectrum of well-dissolved
P3HT in chloroform, which is peaked at 450 nm.30 All of the
absorption spectra are normalized to their maximum values to
better represent the decrease (increase) of amorphous
(crystalline) contribution to the spectrum as molecular weight
increases. The nearly monotonic decrease in the contribution of
amorphous absorption with increasing molecular weight is
likely due to a decrease in solubility with molecular weight
(Supporting Information, Figure SI.1).
Within the weak interchain coupling framework model
developed by Spano,31 we can assess the strength of the
Figure 1. Representative photoluminescence images of nanofibers on
cover glass made from (a) 13 kDa and (b) 65 kDa P3HT. Ensemble
absorption spectra of suspended nanofibers in CF/DCM mixed
solvent (c) and solid-state emission spectra of individual nanofibers
(d) made from P3HT with a variety of molecular weights: 10 (black),
13 (red), 23 (yellow), 32 (green), 48 (blue), and 65 (purple) kDa.
Arrows in panels c and d indicate changes in the spectral features as
molecular weight is increased.
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interchain coupling in the P3HT nanofiber families through the
simplified equation
≅ − ℏ+ ℏ
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−
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where w0 is the frequency of the vibrational mode coupled to
the electronic transition (ℏw0∼170 meV). Here, the strength of
excitonic coupling between neighboring chains (free-exciton
bandwidth, W) is related to the ratio of the absorption origin
and its first vibronic replica intensities, A0−0/A0−1. Figure 2
shows the free-exciton bandwidth computed from eq 1 for
different nanofiber families plotted as a function of molecular
weight (as measured by GPC). Interestingly, the free exciton
bandwidth of P3HT nanofibers increases from 95 to 130 meV as
molecular weight is increased from 10 to 13 kDa and then
decreases as molecular weight is increased to 65 kDa. This
reveals that the interchain coupling strength does not change
monotonically as molecular weight increases, and in fact, it is
maximum for NFs made with 13 kDa P3HT.
Figure 1d shows the wavelength resolved photoluminescence
of individual P3HT nanofibers in the solid state normalized to
their 0−0 PL peak intensities. Unlike the ensemble absorption,
single nanofiber photoluminescence shows minimal (high-
energy) contributions from free P3HT and produces purely
crystalline emission spectra of P3HT nanofibers. We used the
measured 0−0/0−1 intensity ratios in the photoluminescence
spectrum (I0−0/I0−1) to identify the type and strength of the
dominant excitonic coupling in isolated nanofibers,11,19 and we
plotted this as a function of molecular weight in Figure 2 (red
pentagons). With a trend similar to absorption, the PL intensity
ratios of NFs first decrease from 1 to 0.88 as molecular weight
is increased from 10 kDa to the critical 13 kDa value and then
rise with molecular weight increase to 1.81 at 65 kDa. While the
changes in exciton bandwidth extracted from the absorption
spectrum report only on changes in the interchain coupling
strength, the extremum in the intensity ratio of the emission
spectrum at critical molecular weight indicates a transition in
the dominant excitonic coupling type from weak H-type to
strong J-type coupling with increasing molecular weight. We
recognize that the weak H-aggregate model assumes only one
type of coupling (interchain) is relevant to absorption. Thus,
this model is designed to report only on changes in interchain
coupling strength. However, considering that the 0−0
electronic transition is symmetry forbidden in H-aggregates,
both the existence and marked increase in the absorption origin
(0−0) intensity with increasing Mn indicate a significant
contribution from J-aggregate absorption. The Mn dependent
red shift of the origin transition supports this assessment, which
is consistent with previous reports by Banerji et al.32 Within this
interpretation, the 0−0/0−1 intensity ratio now indicates the
relative changes in the coupling balance, rather than an absolute
change in the interchain coupling strength. The decrease in the
0−0/0−1 absorption intensity ratio from 10 to 13 kDa
indicates that, even in the event that both absolute intrachain
(0−0) and interchain (0−1) absorption increase, there is a
large increase in the relative interchain coupling contribution as
evidenced by an enhanced free-exciton bandwidth. Likewise,
the monotonic decrease in W (increase in 0−0/0−1 ratio) that
occurs after the critical value (13 kDa) reveals that the
enhancement in the J-coupling becomes more important than
the changes in H-coupling. The results of this interpretation are
consistent with the now standard HJ-aggregate model analysis
of the photoluminescence spectrum.
The spectroscopic results beg the question of what structural
variations between the different molecular weight nanofibers
drive the observed changes in exciton coupling type and
strength. Silva and co-workers have demonstrated that the
intrachain coherence length is a dominant factor governing the
electronic communication in films.22 They indicated further
that the two-dimensional excitonic coupling balance is sensitive
to the chain planarity in the aggregate region and that reduction
of torsional disorder is associated with enhanced intrachain
coherence length, thus reducing interchain excitonic coupling
as evidenced spectroscopically by changes in intensities of
electronic origin and vibronic sidebands. Several studies have
reported that as molecular weight of the polymer chain exceeds
a critical value, the folded conformation becomes energetically
more favorable than the extended conformation;8,15−18 this is
consistent with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
evidence of polymer chain folding and side chain interdigitation
in high molecular weight P3HT reported by Bauerle and co-
workers.14 Liu et al. demonstrated that single nanofibers are
composed of a collection of single lamellar sheets, in which the
lamellar thickness corresponds directly to the stem length.8
Therefore, TEM imaging of single nanofibers affords direct
access to the stem length, which we have correlated with the
photophysical changes to further investigate the observed
transition at 13 kDa molecular weight.
Figure 3 shows a representative TEM image of NFs formed
in CF/DCM mixed solvent from 13 kDa P3HT and P3HT
nanofiber widths (red squares) along with their corresponding
chain contour length (black circles) as a function of molecular
weight. As GPC is well-known to overestimate molecular
weight determination for stiff-chain polymers, we apply a
multiplicative correction factor of 0.52, as determined by
Holdcroft,33 when calculating chain contour length. We observe
excellent agreement between measured nanofiber width and
chain contour length at low Mn up to 13 kDa, and then the two
curves diverge as Mn exceeds 13 kDa. This observation is
consistent with the previous study by Liu et al.8 and clearly
indicates the extended configuration of low Mn chains and
Figure 2. Free-exciton bandwidth (blue diamonds) and corresponding
I0−0/I0−1 PL intensity ratios (red pentagon) from nanofibers of
different P3HT molecular weights (* denotes molecular weight values
measured by GPC).
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folded structure of high Mn chains within the lamellae. The
broadening of the average nanofiber width distribution
(indicated by error bar) is probably due to polydispersity and
edge effects in low Mn nanofibers
34 and to heterogeneity in
chain folding for high Mn nanofibers. On the basis of the TEM
results, we conclude that the observed extremum at 13 kDa in
the type and magnitude of exciton coupling inferred by
spectroscopic measurement is associated with single-chain
folding at Mn > 13 kDa.
This critical 13 kDa value marks the separation between two
photophysically distinct molecular weight regimes. Below the
folding threshold, the extended conformation of the chains
allows for some flexibility in the polymer backbone
conformation, resulting in a high degree of torsional disorder,
which limits intrachain coherence lengths. Therefore, interchain
coupling is dominant in this regime. The observed increase in
the strength of the H-coupling with increasing molecular
weight in this regime is most likely due to a decrease in packing
disruption (caused by the presence of noncrystallizable edge
groups) as chain length increases.34 For molecular weights
larger than the 13 kDa threshold, interdigitation of side chains
in the folded polymers limits the torsional disorder to increase
the chain planarity.22,32
Changes in chain planarity, inter- and intrachain coupling
efficiency associated with polymer chain folding strongly impact
photoluminescence decay dynamics as well.10,11,22 Figure 4
shows representative measured photoluminescence decay
curves from sum of single nanofibers made from 13 kDa (red
open circles) and 65 kDa (purple closed circles) P3HT. The
nanofibers whose decays contributed to the sum were randomly
oriented with respect to the excitation polarization in order to
separate molecular weight from polarization effects. Each sum
contains the same number of nanofibers; the significantly lower
signal-to-noise ratio seen in the 13 kDa fibers is a function of
the low quantum yields characteristic of H-aggregates. We
observed a clear increase in the overall PL decay rate with
higher molecular weight, consistent with an increase in J-
aggregate character associated with polymer chain folding.25
Table 1 summarizes the PL decay constants extracted from
multiexponential fits and shows comparable decay dynamics in
the 100 ps to nanosecond range for both extended and folded
chains. For the higher Mn NFs, we observed a significant
ultrafast decay component with a short time constant that was
not resolvable with our instrumentation. Silva et al. recently
reported a slight decrease in overall ultrafast (femtosecond) PL
decay rate in P3HT films with increasing chain planarity (J-
coupling).22 However, such ultrafast processes are hidden in
our measurements of isolated NFs. As we have shown
previously, PL decay in isolated NFs is also highly sensitive
to excitation polarization (either polarized along the b- or a/c-
direction); thus, this seeming disagreement could be attributed
to polarization selection of crystalline domains within the film
with random orientations in their study. A more detailed
discussion of this effect will be reported elsewhere.
Figure 5 shows the combined effect of P3HT molecular
weight and solvent processing on the H/J-aggregate character
of the NFs as probed by wavelength-, time-, and polarization-
resolved photoluminescence. The PL spectra were modeled as
a single progression of three Gaussians separated by 170−177
meV, with electronic origin (0−0) transition energy, sideband
intensities, and full width at half-maximum (fwhm) as
adjustable parameters. The justification for allowing sideband
fwhm to float as an adjustable parameter is that, within a two-
particle approximation, only single-particle states are optically
accessible from the (vibration-less) ground state and contribute
to the 0−0 origin intensity, while sideband emission contains
contributions from both single- and two-particle states.19 This
effect gives rise to a spectral dilation with sideband transition
line widths that can be significantly larger than the origin. It is
noteworthy that the low molecular weight H-type NFs (5a: red
circle) have 0−1 sideband line widths that are essentially
identical to the origin, while the high molecular weight J-type
Figure 3. (Right) Representative TEM image of nanofibers formed
from CF/DCM mixed solvent with 13 kDa P3HT. (Left) Molecular-
weight-dependent nanofiber width (red squares) measured from TEM
images and their corresponding polymer chains contour length (black
circles). Chain contour lengths are calculated according to the
corrected molecular weight (correction factor: 0.52). Molecular
weight* is measured by GPC. Inset: magnified TEM image of
designated part of a single 13 kDa nanofiber with 14 nm width.
Figure 4. PL decay dynamics of 13 and 65 kDa P3HT nanofibers that
have strong H-aggregate and J-aggregate spectroscopic signatures,
respectively, along with fits containing three exponentials. Measured
instrument response is shown in filled gray.
Table 1. PL Decay Constants Extracted from
Multiexponential Fits of 13 kDa and 65 kDa PL Decay
Dynamics Shown in Figure 4
decay constant 13KDa NF 65 KDa NF
τ0 n/a instrument limited <1 ps
τ1 0.144 ns 0.205 ns
τ2 0.960 ns 1.04 ns
τ3 2.4 ns 2.4 ns
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NFs have sideband line widths ≈20% larger than that of the
origin. Interestingly, solvent processing impacts this feature of
the photoluminescence as well; in comparing the PL spectra of
65 kDa NFs formed from toluene (5a: blue square) versus
mixed solvent (5a: purple circle), we find that the NFs made in
toluene can properly be modeled with a J-aggregate spectrum as
indicated by the quantitative fit to the measured spectrum (here
the sideband fwhm is ≈11% larger than the origin). For 65 kDa
NFs prepared from mixed solvent, the fit to the measured PL
spectrum using one vibronic progression (an ideal J-aggregate
type) model is much poorer and its sideband line width is
almost twice as large as that of 65 kDa toluene NFs; the
residual (difference between measured and model J-aggregate
spectrum) appears like a small H-type aggregate component in
the PL spectrum (5b: filled gray curve). These subtle
differences between 65 kDa NFs prepared from toluene and
CF/DCM can be ascribed to the fact that although J-coupling is
dominant in both high molecular weight NFs, the interchain
coupling may still have a notable contribution to the emission
for the mixed-solvent system.
This “one-dimensional” (mostly intrachain) versus “two-
dimensional” (combined intra- and interchain coupling)
behavior is further demonstrated in the polarization dynamics
from the different NFs. We have shown recently how time- and
polarization-resolved photoluminescence (TPRPL) spectrosco-
py can be used to disentangle intra- and interchain fluorescence
processes in isolated NFs.10 Using a polarized excitation pulse,
we followed the time-evolution of the polarization anisotropy
parameter, M, on a picosecond time scale by detecting PL
photons tagged by time (relative to the excitation pulse) and
polarization (parallel or transverse to the NF b-axis). Here M is
defined as [Ntrans(t + dt) − Npara(t + dt)]/ [Ntrans(t + dt) +
Npara(t + dt)], where Ntrans,para(t + dt) are the numbers of
detected PL photons polarized transverse and parallel to the
NF b-axis at time (t + dt) relative to the excitation pulse. The
polarization of 440 nm excitation was transverse to NF b-axis
(NF growth axis). By our convention, a positive value of M
corresponds to PL polarized mostly along the polymer chain
axis (transverse to the NF b-axis).
For the 65 kDa NFs made from toluene, the polarization
anisotropy parameter M was approximately constant (≈+0.6)
over a time scale of 20 ns. In contrast, both NFs made from
mixed solvent (65 and 13 kDa) show an initial positive
anisotropy, which decayed on a subnanosecond time scale
giving a negative anisotropy (PL polarized mostly along the NF
b-axis) at longer times. This behavior is qualitatively similar to
our previous observations where the fast decay in (positive)
polarization anisotropy derives from picosecond decay of
intrachain excitons, followed by relatively slow decay of
interchain excitons.10
The picture that has emerged from these studies is that the
initial branching ratio (M (τ=0)) of inter- and intrachain
excitons is defined by the extent of H- and J-coupling in the NF
and the mode of excitation (polarization parallel or
perpendicular to the NF b-axis), and the time dependence in
PL polarization anisotropy reflects the different decay rates of
the inter- and intrachain species. An increase in the initial value
of M as molecular weight increases indicates an increase in the
relative contribution of intrachain coupling at high molecular
weights, which is consistent with steady-state spectroscopic
results. In both low and high molecular weight NFs made from
CF/DCM mixed solvent, the electronic communication is still
occurring with reasonable strength in both dimensions of the
NF (they are still quasi 2D structures). However, while the
inter- and intrachain coupling strengths are roughly balanced in
the low molecular weight NF, they are very clearly skewed in
the intrachain direction for the high molecular weight NF as a
result of the folded chains. Comparing 65 kDa NFs made from
CF/DCM mixed solvent with those made from toluene, the
polarization contrast reveals a dramatic solvent effect, with the
toluene-formed NFs appearing essentially one-dimensional.
M(τ) for the toluene NFs does not ever change sign and
maintains a large positive polarization indicative of an
overwhelming majority of intrachain state population. This
observation is consistent with the subtle changes in the spectra
between high molecular weight NFs formed in CF/DCM
mixed solvent and toluene. The change in the effective
dimensionality between NFs formed via different methods
from the same polymer may show that chain folding may
possibly occur differently in different solvents, and so the
coupling balance of folded chains is further affected by solvent
choice and processing conditions. This change in the effective
photophysical dimensionality is especially important to
consider when engineering donor−acceptor interfaces in device
active layers.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Through a systematic study of wavelength-, time-, and
polarization-resolved single nanofiber photophysics and
correlation with polymer chain conformation, we have shown
that the effective dimensionality of exciton coupling within the
nanofiber, along its b- and c-axes, is reduced from quasi-2D
(both intra- and interchain coupling) to quasi-1D (almost
exclusively intrachain coupling) as P3HT molecular weight is
increased. TEM imaging of nanofibers presented here shows
that the nanofiber width becomes constant above 13 kDa
molecular weight, indicating that polymer chain folding
Figure 5. (a) Steady-state emission spectra of individual P3HT
nanofibers: 13 kDa from CF/DCM (red circle), 65 kDa from CF/
DCM (purple circle), and 65 kDa from toluene (blue square). Black
solid lines are model spectra consisting of a single progression of three
Gaussians. Filled gray curve is the residual of the fitted model for 65
kDa NF from CF/DCM. (b) Emission polarization anisotropy of
decay dynamics of corresponding P3HT nanofibers shown in (a).
Positive M value corresponds to PL polarized along the chain
backbone (transverse to nanofiber growth axis). Excitation polarization
(440 nm) was transverse to NF growth axis (b-axis).
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becomes important as molecular weight exceeds this critical
value. Thus, the photoluminescence signatures of a transition
from H- to J-type coupling with increasing molecular weight
can be understood as a response to the increased planarization
of P3HT backbones and possible misregistration of π-stacked
thiophene rings in adjacent lamellar stacks (slip stacking)
induced by chain folding within lamellae. Interestingly, the
mixed dimensionality can be hidden by conventional PL
spectral measurements as evidenced by the comparison of
P3HT nanofibers of the same molecular weight (65 kDa)
formed from CF/DCM versus toluene. Here, the emission
spectra are very similar, and both indicate J-type excitonic
coupling, however, the time evolution of polarization contrast
are dramatically different, indicating a noticeable mixed H- and
J-coupling for the mixed-solvent system.
As discussed in a recent review by Muthukumar and
Briseno,17 the existence of a polymer stem length threshold
(folding threshold) has important consequences for crystal
packing in all three dimensions. Small changes in the folding
threshold could affect thiophene ring registration between
adjacent lamellae and consequently π-stacking distance and
coupling strength, which greatly affects both the interchain
communication and the chain planarity. The predicted
consequences of folding threshold changes closely resemble
previously observed solvent effects, and therefore, we suspect
that the molecular weight folding threshold is solvent-specific.
A systematic molecular weight study to determine folding
thresholds in different solvents would be ideal for confirming
this hypothesis; however, the crystallization of low molecular
weight P3HT into nanofibers in different solvents and under
many processing conditions is not trivial due to drastic increase
in the solubility of low Mn versus high Mn polymers in most
solvents. Further computational studies on solvent-dependent
molecular weight folding thresholds and associated crystal-
structure-dependent excited state dynamics could provide
valuable new insights that are not easily accessible by
experiment.
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ABSTRACT: Isolated nanofibers present unique opportunities to investigate excitonic
processes and dynamics in a confined crystalline geometry, where structural order in the
transverse (intrachain) and longitudinal (interchain) directions can be tuned by polymer
molecular weight, regioregularity, and solvent processing conditions. We report on time- and
polarization-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) studies from isolated crystalline P3HT
nanofibers (also known as nanowires), which reveal a highly reproducible short-time decay
behavior, appearing as an amplified spontaneous emission process (biexciton annihilation) as
signaled by a quadratic excitation power dependence in amplitude and decay rate. In the long-
time (5−100 ns) regime, we observed a power-law decay in the photoluminescence similar to
that seen in thin films and nanoparticles; however, for certain nanofiber families (prepared from
p-xylene) we observe an extremely long-lived PL component which we postulate arises from
deeply trapped carriers in chain packing faults within the NF. Finally, we probe depolarization
dynamics in individual nanofibers using polarization-resolved TRPL measurements in which
both arrival time and (parallel/perpendicular) polarization state relative to the nanofiber axis are resolved, delineating the
different dynamics associated with intra- and interchain excitons.
1. INTRODUCTION
The search for efficient photovoltaic devices based on cheap,
solution-processable semiconducting polymers has spurred a
massive research effort on the development of new materials
and strategies for controlled nanoscale morphologies of OPV
active layers.1−8 Much of this new research has focused on
poly(alkylthiophene) (e.g., poly(3-hexylthiopehene), P3HT)-
based systems, and a wealth of new information on photo-
physical processes is emerging from a variety of thin-film9−11
and nanoparticle12,13 photoluminescence measurements. One
of the key limitations, however, is the significant nanoscale
structural heterogeneity in bulk structures, deriving from a
combination of P3HT molecular weight and regioregularity
effects, as well as processing conditions, making a direct
connection between polymer morphology and photophysics
difficult.14−17 Quasi-two-dimensional crystalline nanofibers
(NFs) of P3HT, formed by assembly of lamellar sheets via
π−π interactions, present an interesting model system to study
the connection between polymer structure and photophy-
sics.18−21 However, only very recently have experimental
techniques evolved to probe photoluminescence properties of
isolated nanofibers.22−24
In this paper, we present results of time- and polarization-
resolved photoluminescence measurements on isolated NFs
designed to investigate the role of regioregularity, molecular
weight, and solvent processing on inter- and intrachain
coupling and the fate of photogenerated charges within the
nanofiber. We identified three distinct time regimes in the
photoluminescence decay that can be assigned to different
processes within the nanofiber: In the long (>5 ns) time
regime, the PL decay behavior can be understood within a
model similar to that proposed by Silva25 and Rumbles,26 where
exciton dissociation followed by polaron diffusion and
subsequent trapping or recombination leads to a modified
power law decay. In the short-time regime, we show that the
fastest decay component derives from a cooperative biexciton
decay process, in which both the amplitude and decay rate scale
approximately quadratically with excitation intensity. Finally,
polarization-resolved PL decay in the nanofiber frame gives
interesting new insights into intra- and interchain coupling in
isolated nanofibers and how that coupling can be modified by
solvent processing conditions.
Poly(alkylthiophene)sin particular, regioregular (rr) poly-
(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)represent perhaps the most
widely studied hole-transporting polymer for organic energy
harvesting applications.27 It is commonly accepted that the
primary photoexcitations in P3HT are singlet Frenkel excitons
initially delocalized over 15−20 monomer units.10 As shown by
transient absorption experiments,10,28 photoproduced excitons
in isolated single P3HT chains undergo a torsional relaxation
(self-trapping) on an ultrafast time scale of ≤100 fs, followed by
singlet exciton recombination with a characteristic time scale of
≈600 ps. In aggregated P3HT, charge separation followed by
carrier diffusion and recombination via tunneling is associated
with long-time (10−100 ns in thin films) photoluminescence
decay.11,25,26,29 Photophysical behavior in crystalline P3HT is
intimately connected to regioregularity and molecular
weight,17,30−34 both of which control intra- and interchain
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structural coherence lengths. Increasing the regioregularity of
the polymer allows for better alignment of hexyl side chains
during crystallization, which can also affect planarity of the
polymer chains within the nanofiber and is manifest in
differences in excitonic (H or J type) coupling.35−37
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the dynamic model for
photoexcitations in P3HT in which excitons can recombine
directly or dissociate. Upon dissociation, the polaron pair can
undergo diffusion followed by recombination via tunneling9 or
become trapped and recombine after being released.26,38 Direct
exciton recombination results in short time relaxation dynamics
(i.e., photon detection events occurring in the first 3 ns) that
follow exponential rate laws; in semicrystalline P3HT, two
fluorescence lifetimes of ∼180 ps (τ1) and 1.5 ns (τ2) are
observed. In the long-time regime (10−100 ns), PL decay is
governed by polaron pair recombination via tunneling and
follows a power law rate equation, I(t) = At−(1+μ).9 In this
model, the parameter μ is a dimensionless ratio of tunneling
width to mean electron−hole radius. Recently, this model has
been generalized to accommodate long-lived trapped charges,
which account for sub-power law behavior where I(t) ≈
constant.26,38
Crystalline P3HT nanofibers represent an interesting model
system with a well-defined chain packing structure that has
been characterized extensively by X-ray diffraction and high-
resolution electron microscopy.19,20,39−42 Assembled in sol-
ution by addition of poor solvents for P3HT, these quasi-two-
dimensional nanostructures are particularly interesting in the
context of organic photovoltaic applications because of their
potential to enable long-range charge transport. In a poor
solvent, elongated P3HT chains assemble via side-chain
interactions into lamellar sheets; these lamellae assemble
along the b (010 crystallographic axis) direction via van der
Waals interactions to form nanofibers that range from ≈100 nm
to tens of micrometers in length.20,42 The separation distance
between lamellar sheets, as measured by X-ray diffraction and
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, is essentially
the van der Waals contact diameter ≈3.8 Å, and the center-to-
center distance between individual chains in the transverse a−c
(100 and 001 crystallographic axes) direction depends on the
degree of side-chain interdigitation, typically ≈1.5 nm.
Knowledge of the basic NF assembly structure enables
photophysical properties such as charge photogeneration,
separation, and transport to be correlated directly with inter-
and intrachain coupling.24,41,43 Recent work by Moule20 and
Brinkmann42 have shown how the local microstructure of
individual nanofibers can be controlled to a certain extent by
solvent interactions and polymer structure (regioregularity and
molecular weight).
In recent single-nanofiber experiments by Gray and co-
workers, wavelength-resolved photoluminescence in very small
(<1 μm length) isolated NFs showed spectroscopic signatures
of (intrachain) J-type excitonic coupling, evidenced by strong
0−0 luminescence with small (<90 meV) Stokes shift with
respect to the solution phase origin.23 Recently, work in our
group on extended (>3 μm length) nanofibers revealed
spectroscopic signatures of both J- and H-type coupling, as
signaled by the presence of multiple vibronic replicas offset by
≈80 meV.24 While it has been commonly thought that only one
type of excitonic coupling would dominate (H or J), recent
work by Yamagata and Spano suggests that hybrid H/J
couplingsensitive to the precise cofacial alignment of
thiophene ringsis possible in these systems.43 Thus, isolated
nanofibers present unique opportunities to investigate excitonic
processes and dynamics in a confined crystalline geometry,
where inter- and intrachain couplings can be tuned by polymer
molecular weight, regioregularity, and solvent processing
conditions.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Two main families of P3HT nanofibers were used in this
study:1 nanofibers prepared by marginalizing the chloroform-
solvated polymer environment with dichloromethane to a final
v/v ratio of 1:7 CHCl3:CH2Cl2 (referred to as the “mixed
solvent”);2 nanofibers prepared from a solution of p-xylene.
The mixed solvent presents a milder environment for the
polymer with slower crystallization rates, while crystallization in
p-xylene is highly accelerated due to poorer polymer solubility.
Within each solvent family, we generated nanofibers made from
both commercially available regioregular P3HT (Reike Metals,
15 000 MW, 93% regioregularity) and P3HT of high
regioregularity (hrr) (98%) prepared by the Grignard meta-
thesis (GRIM) polymerization of 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthio-
phene, as reported by McCullough and co-workers.44 A critical
experimental issue for spectroscopic study of isolated nano-
fibers is to reach suitably dilute concentrations without
compromising the nanofiber structure. To accomplish this,
P3HT nanofiber suspensions were diluted in heptane (a
marginal solvent for P3HT with high vapor pressure) in order
to minimize fiber bunching (typically 10 μL of NFs in 1:7
chloroform/DCM to ≈0.75 mL of heptane). To prevent
precipitation, 0.25 mL of the chloroform/DCM mixture was
added to the heptane suspension for a final volume of about 1
mL. A small amount of the suspension of NFs in heptane was
drop-cast on to a plasma cleaned glass coverslip, which gave a
density of about five well-separated nanofibers in an area of
≈100 μm2. All nanofibers were probed directly on glass with no
host polymer (e.g., PMMA) matrix.
Isolated P3HT nanofibers were excited with a weakly focused
(≈20 μm diameter spot size) pulsed diode laser (440 or 532
nm) set up in epi-illumination geometry with an average input
intensity of about 1 kW/cm2. The fluorescence was collected
through the same objective and combination of dichroic mirror
and long-pass filter (Omega Optical XF3082, 530 nm cut-on)
which images almost exclusively the aggregate component of
the PL spectrum.24 The fluorescence was then imaged into two
channels by a 50/50 neutral beam splitter, and a pair of linear
analyzers, oriented in orthogonal directions to define detection
Figure 1. Schematic model for radiative recombination in crystalline
P3HT. Direct recombination of relaxed (self-trapped) excitons follow
distributed exponential kinetics in the short-time regime. Exciton
dissociation followed by recombination (via tunneling) follows a
power law decay. Subpower law decay (I(t) ≈ constant) appears for
long-lived trapped carriers.
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channels corresponding to parallel (H) and perpendicular (V)
polarizations relative to the excitation polarization. Fluores-
cence photons in each channel were detected by separate
avalanche photodiode detectors (APD, ID Quantique 400),
whose output pulses were sorted via a high-precision router and
input to the TCSPC module (PicoQuant PicoHarp300). While
essentially the entire NF is illuminated in a particular
experiment, the combination of magnification and spatial
filtering (primarily by the spatial extent of the APDs), we
detect only ≈500 nm segment of the NF photoluminescence in
a TRPL run.
In conventional time-tagged-time resolved (T3R) single
photon counting spectroscopy, fluorescence intensity trajecto-
ries are readily constructed by binning detected photon events
by coarse (absolute) time in regular intervals or lifetime
trajectories by sorting photon events by local (relative) arrival
time within a given absolute time interval. The addition of a
polarization tag allows us to access information about the time
scales for depolarization in the nanofiber system by looking at
the polarization contrast ratio, defined as M(τ) = (Ipara − Iperp)/
(Ipara + Iperp) as a function of relative time, τ, following the
excitation pulse, where para/perp can be explicitly defined
relative to the nanofiber axis. In a typical measurement, two
TCSPC (local arrival time) histograms are generated
corresponding to the two polarization channels; the time-
dependent polarization contrast parameter, M(τ), can be
readily determined with a resolution that is limited ultimately
by the time-to-digital converter (∼4 ps) and over a dynamic
range that is determined by the laser repetition rate (25−200
ns). The polarization contrast ratio as a function of relative
detection time thus gives direct information on the
equilibration time scale for intra- vs interchain excitations.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Short Time PL Decay Behavior of P3HT Nano-
fibers: Effect of Molecular Weight and Regioregularity.
As we have previously reported,8 single P3HT chains drop-cast
from dilute chloroform solutions show reproducible single-
exponential decay dynamics with a lifetime of ∼600 ps. The
emergence of short lifetime transients or long-time power law
decay in thin films,10,25 nanoparticles,12 and nanofibers23,24 are
not seen in single chain luminescence and appear to be
cooperative effects that are related to crystalline aggregates. In
our previous work on wavelength-resolved photoluminescence
of isolated nanofibers, we observed subtle differences in the PL
spectra from nanofibers made from P3HT of different
molecular weights and regioregularity suggestive of different
intra- and interchain coupling. In this section, we examine the
short-time luminescence of different nanofiber families to
identify the role of intra- and interchain coupling on both
relative amplitude and decay constant in the short and
intermediate time regimes. In all cases, the nanofibers showed
nonexponential short-time decay behavior, where the relative
amplitude of the short-time component and decay rate
increases nonlinearly with increasing pump power. Changes
in the dispersion (reproducibility) of the decay parameter
distributions depend sensitively on the nature of the P3HT and
processing conditions, suggesting that varying degrees of
structural heterogeneity exist within each family of nanofibers.
Figure 2 shows typical PL decay from two different
nanofibers made from the mixed solvent using 15 kDa/93%
rr-P3HT. In the 0−5 ns time range, the PL decay was
biexponential with exponential decay parameters τ1 (nominally
180 ps) and τ2 (∼1.5 ns). The τ1 process is much faster than
normal relaxed singlet exciton recombination and accounts for
a surprisingly large fraction of the PL decay (>90%). We have
observed a similar decay component in the PL from
semicrystalline P3HT nanoparticles with typical relative
amplitudes that vary from 75 to 95% depending on size and
crystal fraction. Our hypothesis was that this short-time decay
component derives from biexciton recombination: a coopera-
tive effect between excitons on closely spaced adjacent chains in
which the recombination of one exciton enhances the
probability of the adjacent exciton recombination. As a
cooperative two-exciton process, the amplitude (and decay
rate) for this process should scale quadratically as a function of
excited-state population.
Figure 3 shows the PL decay from the same nanofiber excited
with 300 μW (blue) and 600 μW (red) average power. The
inset shows the dependence of the prompt transient decay
constant and amplitude (extracted from fitting the PL decay)
from the same isolated nanofiber scanning excitation power.a
The fit to τ1 amplitude vs laser power shows a clear quadratic
dependence, consistent with a biexciton decay process. The
lifetime of this process decreases (decay rate increases) with
increasing laser power, which is also consistent with a biexciton
decay process, but because of signal-to-noise constraints
(primarily due to low count rates at the lower laser powers),
it is difficult to say definitively whether 1/τ1 is actually
quadratic. Decrease in the PL lifetime in P3HT films has
recently been reported by Rumbles26 and co-workers to result
from exciton quenching due to intrinsic (dark) charge carriers
in P3HT systems, with a number density estimated to be
≈1015−1020 cm−3. In an isolated nanofiber, if we assume a
carrier density of ∼1016 cm−3, then the number of dark carriers
(per μm length) is of order unity and should not significantly
affect the relaxation dynamics. Finally, as indicated on the main
graph in Figure 4, the total PL count rate also shows a
nonlinear increase with excitation power, consistent with a
Figure 2. Typical short-time PL decay from two different P3HT
nanofibers made from 15 kDa 93% rr-P3HT illustrating the
heterogeneity in PL decay within a nanofiber family. The solid curves
represent double-exponential fits to the TRPL decay curves for single
P3HT NFs drop-cast on glass. The inset is a PL image of two extended
nanofibers, with the blue box indicating the collection area of about 1
μm2.
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biexciton decay process like amplified spontaneous emission,
rather than a quenching process.
This assignment is useful in elucidating structural informa-
tion from the short-time relaxation dynamics in crystalline
P3HT nanofibers. Knoester45 and Spano46 have related
inhomogeneous spectral broadening for individual chains in
P3HT crystalline aggregates, showing that polymer chains
within an aggregate should have identical transition frequencies
(decreased inhomogeneous broadening) if the spatial correla-
tion length significantly exceeds the conjugation length of the
chains. Our hypothesis is that the effects of site heterogeneity
also manifest as distributed kinetics in relaxation processes;
thus, the dispersion of PL decay parameters for the associated
spectral transitions should correlate with the degree of
structural disorder within the aggregate.
Figure 4 shows the dispersion of PL decay parameters
(amplitude and time constant) associated with the short time
fluorescence from different NF subfamilies prepared from
mixed solvent using P3HT with different regioregularity (top)
and molecular weight (bottom). We extracted amplitudes (A1,
A2) and time constants (τ1, τ2) from biexponential fits to the PL
decay (t ≤ 5 ns) and then generated correlation plots of the
amplitudes (A1, A2) vs lifetimes (t1, t2). Figure 4a shows the
effect of regioregularity for NFs of 93% and 98% regioregularity
(both with 14 kDa MW). For the 93% rr P3HT, the nanofibers
show significant dispersion (⟨A1⟩ = 0.92 ± 0.034, ⟨τ1⟩ = 0.191
± 0.027) in parameters associated with both PL decay
components, while the dispersion in PL decay parameters
from nanofibers prepared from the 98% rr P3HT is
considerably smaller (⟨A1⟩ = 0.91 ± 0.012, ⟨τ1⟩ = 0.193 ±
0.008). This analysis shows that regioregularity significantly
impacts aggregate order in individual nanofibers.
Figure 4b shows the normalized A1 vs τ1 and A2 vs τ2
correlation plots for NFs assembled from 98% rr P3HT with
15, 32, and 48 kDa molecular weight. This analysis shows that
the contribution (amplitude) of τ1 (biexciton aggregate
emission) to the total PL decay increases with increasing
molecular weight, while ⟨τ1⟩ remains fairly constant. This
molecular weight effect may also be (partly) responsible for the
dispersion of A1 among different regioregular P3HT nanofibers
(Figure 4a) with the same average molecular weight, but with a
larger polydispersity index (PDI = 2 vs 1.1 for orange circles).
The two NF families (98% rr and 93% rr) have identical
average values of τ1 (⟨τ1⟩ = 0.191) and A1 (⟨A1⟩ = 0.91) but
with much larger variation in relative contribution of τ1 (0.034
vs 0.012). Interestingly, the change in the regioregularity
manifests in an increase in ⟨τ2⟩ (⟨τ2⟩ = 1.46 ± 0.089 in 98% rr
NFs and ⟨τ2⟩ = 1.28 ± 0.220 in 93% rr NFs), presumably as a
result of increased intrachain order (effective conjugation
length). The increase in the biexciton recombination rate with
increasing molecular weight also reflects increase in intrachain
order in the higher molecular weight polymer chains. This may
also reflect the well-known solubility effect that causes
fractionation,20,47 in which the heaviest and most regioregular
polymer chains will crystallize more readily under the same
conditions as their lower MW and rr counterparts. The
decreasing solubility of higher molecular weight polymer in the
marginal solvent may encourage the chains to be more planar
and therefore pack more closely, increasing the efficiency of
biexciton recombination and manifesting as an increase in A1
and slight decrease in t1.
3.2. Solvent Effects on the Intra/Interchain Coupling.
Nanofibers formed from the chloroform−dichloromethane
Figure 3. Power dependence of A1 and τ1. Main plot: TRPL decay
curves from a single nanofiber excited with 300 μW (blue circles) and
600 μW (pink circles) and showing an approximately 4× increase in
the emission intensity with 2× increase in excitation flux. Inset:
amplitude of τ1 (left axis) and lifetime (τ1, right axis) vs input power,
showing quadratic increase of amplitude and decrease in lifetime.
Figure 4. Comparison of fluorescence lifetime components and their
respective normalized amplitudes from biexponential fits to the short-
time regimes (<10 ns) of TRPL decay curves for single P3HT NFs
drop-cast on glass. (a) shows these parameters for a collection of single
NFs made with 14 kDa P3HT with 93% regioregularity (gray
diamonds, PDI = 2) and 98% (red, PDI = 1.1). (b) is a similar plot
comparing NFs made with 98% regioregular P3HT with MW = 14
kDa (red circles), 32 kDa (blue diamonds), and 48 kDa (green open
circles).
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solvent mixture have been shown by X-ray diffraction to have a
high degree of long-range order in the interchain (010 π-
stacking) direction.20 Conversely, NFs formed from p-xylene, a
bad solvent for P3HT, show characteristic XRD signatures of
chain packing defects. This is also reflected in the photo-
luminescence spectra from single nanofibers formed from
xylene (a) and the mixed solvent system (b) with 532 nm
excitation also shown in Figure 5. As in our earlier report,24 the
PL spectra were modeled as a sum of three different vibronic
progressions. In contrast with NFs made from the mixed
solvent, which show two H-like spectral components and a
single J-like species (Figure 5b), NFs made from xylene show
one J-like species, one H-component, and a third component
which is ambiguous (with 0−0/0−1 intensity ratios for NFs in
this family forming a distribution with a mean value of around
1) (Figure 5a). We hypothesize the presence of the
“uncoupled” polymer chain vibronic sequence (with I0−0/I0−1
∼1) in the xylene-formed NFs to be a spectral signature of low
degrees of spatial correlation along the π-stack axis.
Furthermore, in the absence of proper interchain communica-
tion, there seems to be an enhancement of the intrachain
coupling strength (a 3-fold increase in I0−0/I0−1 for the j-type
sequence, Figure 5a, filled) when compared to the analogous
sequence in the mixed solvent Nfs (Figure 5b, filled). This is
perhaps an indication that the inter/intrachain exciton
population equilibrium may favor the intrachain states in the
absence of good spatial correlation along the π-stack axis.
Figure 5c shows amplitude/lifetime correlation plots for the
short-time decay components for nanofibers of the same P3HT
(32 kDa, 98% rr) formed from xylene and from the mixed
solvent system. The distribution of t1 amplitudes for the xylene
family is clearly bimodal with some nanofibers showing decay
dynamics similar to those formed from the mixed solvent
system and a well-separated subpopulation of NFs showing
very low rates of biexciton recombination. Figure 5d shows that
the total PL intensity is proportional to the amplitude of τ1,
further illustrating that this biexciton amplified spontaneous
emission process dominates the relaxation process.
3.3. Polarization Evolution in Single P3HT Nanofibers.
Cooperative photophysical effects in crystalline P3HT nano-
structures derive from interactions between different cofacially
aligned thiophene rings in a π-stack (H-type coupling) or
between adjacent planar segments of the same polymer chain
(J-type coupling). Because the directions of these interactions
are almost completely orthogonal in the quasi-2D nanofibers,
photophysical properties associated with inter- and intrachain
recombination events are anticipated to be highly polarized in
orthogonal directions. However, this information is obscured in
NF ensembles, thin films, and nanoparticles because of the
random orientation of the crystal growth (b) axis. For isolated
NFs, time- and polarization-resolved photoluminescence
measurements provide a means to directly probe these
interactions in the NF frameeither parallel (b polarized) or
perpendicular (a−c polarized) to the nanofiber axis. In these
experiments, different nanofibers were selected with long axes
oriented parallel or perpendicular to the linear excitation
polarization; from the polarization “tag” attached to each
photon detection event, we generated the polarization contrast
parameter, M(τ) = (nac − nb)/(nac + nb), where nac/b is the
number of detected photons in a polarization perpendicular/
parallel (to the nanof iber long axis) channel at relative time, τ
(ps).
Figure 6 (lower) shows the picosecond-resolved polarization
anisotropy parameter, M(τ), for nanofibers formed from p-
xylene (a) and mixed solvent (b) for long axes oriented parallel
(blue) and perpendicular (red) to the excitation polarization.
Here, a positive value of M corresponds to an anisotropy
perpendicular (transverse) to the nanofiber axis (intrachain
excitons), while negative anisotropy values correspond to
emission primarily parallel to the nanofiber axis. For the xylene-
formed nanofibers with b-axis orientation perpendicular to the
excitation polarization (Figure 6a, red), we observed a strong
positive anisotropy (M ≈ +0.6) at early times following the
excitation pulse, which decays to a negative (M ≈ −0.4)
anisotropy on a time scale of ≈300 ps. This indicates that a
significant fraction of the PL decay (for transverse excitation) is
polarized along the nanofiber axis (i.e., has significant interchain
Figure 5. Representative photoluminescence spectra from single P3HT nanofibers made from xylene (a) and mixed (chloroform/DCM) solvent
(b). The vibronic progressions that compose the model spectrum (black solid curve) are shown in gray, and the j-type sequence has been filled to
illustrate the relative contribution. Amplitude/lifetime correlation plots for nanofibers made from each solvent are shown in (c). The PL intensity
dependence of the correlation plot is color encoded in (d) for the xylene-formed nanofibers.
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character). For excitation polarization parallel to the nanofiber
long axis (Figure 6b, blue), the polarization anisotropy is also
positive but is essentially constant over the 0.1−10 ns time
interval.
Parallel (Figure 6b, blue) and perpendicular (Figure 6b,red)
excitation of nanofibers formed in the marginal chloroform/
DCM solvent mixture reveals qualitative similarities to their
xylene-formed counterparts, with clear differences in the
magnitudes of M and time scales associated with depolarization.
The maximum value of M for the mixed solvent NF is only
+0.3, and the minimum is even shallower at M = −0.15.
Examination of the inset plots in Figure 6, which show the
short-time behavior on an expanded (log) time scale, reveals
that the initial depolarization time for M(τ) (in the red curves)
is an order of magnitude longer for the mixed solvent fibers,
which depolarize over the course of more than 1 ns, compared
to about ∼180 ps in the xylene fibers. When excited with
parallel polarization to the nanofiber long axis, the emission is
again always positive, although the anisotropy decays quickly,
rather than remaining constant over the 10 ns range.
The picture that has emerged from this study is that both
intra- and interchain excitons are formed with either transverse
or parallel excitation polarization with an initial equilibrium
established on a time scale shorter than our instrumental
resolution (4 ps). For transverse excitation, more efficient
production of intrachain excitons leads to amplified sponta-
neous emission (τ1 process) that depletes the population of
intrachain excitons on a time scale of ≈300 ps, giving rise to the
strong short-time positive polarization anisotropy (and
subsequent rapid decay). The excitations that remain are
primarily interchain excitons that decay on a much longer time
scale, and are associated with a negative anisotropy. Conversely,
for parallel excitation, relatively little ASE occurs, and the time-
dependent polarization anisotropy reflects the equilibrium
(steady state) populations of inter and intra chain excitons.
The significant compression of the magnitude of M(τ) for the
mixed solvent fibers (compared to the xylene fibers) is thought
to be a result of better interchain order, which allows more
excitonic population of the interchain states. More detailed
studies on the time evolution of polarization contrast in
individual nanofibers will be reported elsewhere. Altogether, we
find that M(t) for the nanofibers formed under milder
conditions (marginal mixed solvent) shows much closer
competition for population of the inter- vs intrachain states.
This competition is heavily affected by solvent quality, in that
decreasing the solvent quality generally decreases in the long-
range interchain order.
3.4. Long Time Decay Dynamics in NFs: Dynamics of
Charge-Separated States. The inter- and intrachain
processes that manifest as distinct vibronic species in the
emission spectrum also have interesting manifestations in the
long-time PL decay dynamics. In the 5−100 ns time regime, the
photoluminescence derives from exciton dissociation followed
by polaron diffusion and ultimately recombination via
tunneling.25 As in thin films25,30,49 or nanoparticles,12 the PL
decay in this time regime follows a power law (I[t] ≈ At−[1+μ]),
where (1 + μ) is slope of the log PL count rate vs log[t] plot. In
the model proposed by Silva and co-workers,25 when polaron
pairs recombine via tunneling, the power law exponent, μ, is
inversely proportional to the mean electron−hole radius, ⟨R⟩.
For trapped charge carriers, the recombination rate will reflect
the lifetime (depth) of the trap state.
Figure 7 shows three representative PL decay traces from
different individual nanofibers in the long time (10−100 ns)
regime, where we have identified three different distinct
behaviors: single power law (top, blue), double power (middle,
red), and a single power law followed by an apparent dc offset
which is the subpower law region (bottom, green). The onset
time and initial decay dynamics of the power law region (≈ 5−
20 ns) are similar for all nanofibers studied, while the slope
(power law exponent) and relative contribution can vary
significantly. In thin films and nanoparticles, the observation of
power law decay is the signature of exciton dissociation,
followed by long-time carrier diffusion and polaron-pair
recombination.38,48−51 The appearance of a double- or
subpower law behavior is not observed in thin films or
nanoparticles and thus appears to be unique to P3HT
nanofibers.
The vertical lines indicate the region of the decay (≈ 4−15
ns) used to identify the primary power law exponent μ1. The
right panel shows histograms of μ1 for three different P3HT NF
families: (A) 14K MW; (B) 93% rr, 14K MW; (C) 98% rr, and
32K MW, 98% rr. These results show clearly that the mean
power law exponent is to within experimental uncertainty
independent of molecular weight for given regioregularity and
Figure 6. Time-resolved polarization contrast parameter M(τ) vs
photon arrival time for single nanofibers made from p-xylene (a) and
the chloroform/DCM solvent mixture (b). The red traces represent
M(t) when excitation polarization is oriented transverse to the
nanofiber π-stack axis, and blue traces are the same under parallel-
polarized excitation. The insets are expanded views of the short time
dynamics designed to highlight the difference in depolarization times
between the two samples.
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increases significantly with decreasing regioregularity for given
molecular weight. In all three cases, ⟨μ1⟩ is significantly larger
than the reported thin-film value of μ = 0.54, suggesting a
smaller mean electron−hole distance in nanofibers; the large
(≈2×) increase in ⟨μ1⟩ with decrease in regioregularity (which
affects both intra- and interchain order) suggests an even
tighter polaron−pair distance in the lower rr NFs.
Figure 8 shows representative long time PL decay dynamics
from 32 kDa P3HT nanofibers made from xylene and mixed
(chloroform/DCM) solvent. While NFs made from the mixed
solvent show exclusively single power law dynamics, NFs made
from p-xylene showed a double or subpower law behavior. We
identified a second power law exponent, μ2, in the time range of
≈20−100 ns, and the distribution of μ2 values for NFs made
from p-xylene is shown as a filled histogram in Figure 8b.
Indeed, a large fraction of NFs from the p-xylene family have
values of μ2 that are negative; such decay behavior cannot be
explained in the context of a dissociation−tunneling recombi-
nation model since μ must be a ratio of two positive numbers.25
As seen by the distribution of power law exponents obtained
from the different NF families, all power law exponents from
the mixed solvent NFs have values intermediate to the two
distributions μ1 and μ2 from the xylene-formed nanofibers. In
the context of the solvent effects (and associated differences in
chain packing defects), and the observed short-time polar-
ization analysis, the subpower law behavior appears to derive
from lamellar packing defects which simultaneously weaken
interchain coupling and act as charge traps. It is also tempting
to speculate that the enhancement of μ1 (relative to the mean
power law exponent for the mixed solvent) derives from an
increase in intrachain tunneling as a response to the unavailable
interchain pathway in the poorly packed nanofibers. Although
the process of charge separation itself scrambles the polar-
ization signature of these events, the combination of
regioregularity and solvent effects (and the absence of a
molecular weight effect) makes this assignment reasonable.
Figure 7. Left: three typical decay profiles from single nanofibers showing single power law (blue), double power law (red), and power law plus sub
power law behavior (green). Right: histogram of power law exponents from first power law region (μ1, indicated on right) of PL decay from three
families of nanofibers made from 14 kDa P3HT with 93% and 98% regioregularity and 32 kDa P3HT with 98% regioregularity.
Figure 8. Decay profiles and power law fits for 32 kDa 98% rr P3HT nanofibers formed from xylene (blue) and chloroform/DCM (red) and
histograms of power law exponents obtained from those fits (right).
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The time-resolved photoluminescence studies on isolated
P3HT nanofibers presented here have enabled us to identify
three distinct time domains associated with different recombi-
nation processes in crystalline P3HT nanostructures. The first
two occur within the first 5 ns and are well described by
exponential rate laws consistent with biexciton and single-
exciton radiative decay processes, while the long time dynamics
follow power law decays associated with charge-separation and
polaron-pair recombination. Biexciton aggregate emission in
the nanofiber accounts for more than 90% of PL emission, with
an average time constant of ≈180 ps. The quantitative
dependence on the amplitude and decay rate of this PL
component was observed to be dependent on both
regioregularity and molecular weight, indicating a delicate
sensitivity to aggregate order and structural coherence. The
relaxed singlet exciton decay, occurring on a time scale of ≈1.5
ns, is an intrachain species affected by the regioregularity and
planarity (as indicated by the correlation with J-type spectral
intensity) of the polymer chains in an aggregate. Roughly 1% of
the PL decay is contained within the 5−100 ns time regime and
follows a combination of power law, bilinear power law, or
subpower law decay depending on the nature of the P3HT
used in the nanofiber preparation or solvent processing
conditions. There is sufficient evidence that charge separation
processes occur along chains as well as between chains,
producing the rate constants that describe the beginning and
end power law behavior, respectively. The correlation between
the subpower law behavior seen at very long time scales and the
low biexciton recombination rates at very short times bolsters
the hypothesis that there are deeper and more frequently
occurring charge traps in the interchain direction.
We have identified the short-time PL decay component as a
biexciton recombination process involving intrachain excitons,
which appears as an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
process between adjacent chains in an aggregate. Perhaps
somewhat ironically, the implication is that the observed
biexciton decaywhich competes directly with exciton
dissociationis most efficient in the same well-ordered stacks
of polymer chains that are also expected to efficiently separate
and transport charges. Thus, it appears that increasing the
structural order in this system also increases the rate of
biexciton annihilation, which competes directly with charge
separation. This presents an interesting challenge when using
polythiophenes as photovoltaic materials, since structural
defects that inhibit the biexciton process tend also to inhibit
charge transfer between polymer chains. Finding a way to
inhibit the amplified spontaneous emission, while maintaining
charge separation and transport efficiencies in crystalline
nanofibers will prove important to maximizing their perform-
ance in photovoltaic active layers.
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1. Introduction  
 
1.1 Motivation 
 
The fields of organic photovoltaic and optoelectronic research are recently recognizing 
small molecules as promising prospects for active layer components of high 
performance materials. Small molecules have proved to be advantageous for such 
applications, in part due to their ability to bridge the gap between semi-crystalline 
polymeric materials and atomically connected inorganics. Unlike most polymers, small 
molecules easily assemble themselves into robust, highly crystalline arrays, which can 
range in size from the nano to macroscopic scales. Furthermore, inter-chromophore 
interactions in small molecule assemblies are considerably stronger than typical inter-
chain interactions seen in semi-conducting polymers, which may facilitate 
optoelectronically relevant processes like charge transport. While the efficiency of 
charge separation processes in small molecule assemblies may never match those of 
inorganic materials like silicon, the fact that they are direct bandgap materials with high 
absorption extinction coefficients is of substantial benefit. Rylene dyes in particular have 
garnered considerable attention because they have been shown to be stable and easily 
adaptable building blocks for materials with a wide range of functionalities. Extensive 
studies on several members of the rylene dye family have laid the groundwork for 
understanding the effects of ring-system size, derivativization, substitution, low-level 
packing, and chromophore alignment on the electronic structure of rylene dyes, and the 
methods for organizing these small molecules into ordered assemblies have also been 
well demonstrated.  
 
There is quite a lot that still needs to be understood about the effects of molecular-scale 
structure on the photophysics of small molecule assembles before they can be 
engineered as reliable materials for next generation optoelectronics, particularly 
because the structural differences between assembles that promote charge transport 
and those that emit light strongly occur on this scale. Extensive sets of spectroscopic tools 
and computational models have been developed to extract information from 
absorption and photoluminescence spectra of single molecules and their assemblies, 
which make use of the signatures of structure-sensitive vibronic coupling. Much of what 
we know about chromophore coupling in rylene dyes has stemmed from studies of the 
PDI absorption spectrum; unfortunately the photoluminescence from crystalline 
assemblies of PDI is dominated by excimer emission, leading to broadband spectra with 
no resolvable vibronic features.  
 
Tetraazaterrylene (TAT), one of the newest rylene dye derivatives, presents an 
exceptional opportunity to study the delicate balance between H and J type coupling 
mechanisms and how these mechanisms are affected by assembly of single molecules 
into many-micron long crystals, due in large part to the fact that crystallization does not 
render the spectral vibronic structure unresolvable. In this study, we leveraged the 
information contained in the emission spectrum to understand the photophysical 
consequences of structural changes related to the self-assembly of TAT, and show 
experimentally that the extent and dimensionality of crystal growth dictate the balance 
between long-range coulomb interactions and local, possibly triplet mediated, charge 
transfer processes. We suggest that these qualities can be manipulated though 
controlled crystal growth mechanisms to select for advantageous photophysical 
properties in TAT-based materials.   
 
1.2. Progressive Self-Assembly 
 
Because the extended crystal structures of TAT are heavily seeded by crystallites that 
form in solution, it was possible to interrogate the structure of TAT crystals by analyzing the 
photoluminescence spectrum at different stages of growth by trapping the solution-
formed nucleation sites. There is a hierarchical growth pattern which consists of several 
steps, each having distinct and important spectral signatures. Here we characterize TAT 
at different stages of its progressive assembly: single molecules, small 2D crystallites, 3D 
crystallites, large clusters and finally extended crystals, in order to directly link the 
structural changes with their related photophysical effects.  
 
In accordance with the model recently developed by Yamagata et al, we decompose 
each photoluminescence spectrum into two vibronic progressions, to which we’ve 
assigned the labels V1 and V2. The vibronic intensity envelope of V1, the component 
belonging to the singlet exciton, is a consequence of the direction and strength of the 
coulomb coupling between chromophores within the structure. We postulate here that 
the secondary progression, V2, belongs to the triplet exciton, whose origin is offset from 
the singlet transition by the exchange energy for intersystem crossing. Interactions 
between triplet excitons -including triplet-triplet annihilation- have been implicated in the 
creation of charge transfer states which play an important role in the photophysics of 
extended crystals of TAT in the solid state (cite spano). The intensity envelope for V2 is 
dictated in high dimensional structures by the local charge transfer interactions.  
 
 2. Sample Preparation and Experimental Details 
 
In order to assess the role of concentration on TAT self-assembly in solutions, stock 
solutions of 400 mM TAT in chloroform were made and vigorously sonicated. From the 
stock, dilutions were prepared of concentrations 40 µM, 4.0 µM, and 0.4 µM. The dilutions 
were drop cast on to plasma-cleaned glass. Photoluminescence spectra were acquired 
using a 485 nm argon air-cooled laser (Spectra-Physics 360C) configured for epi 
illumination. An inverted microscope (Nikon TE 300) and oil immersion objective (1.4 
N.A./100×) were used to collect the fluorescence through a dichroic mirror and long pass 
filter combination and which transmitted to an Acton 2150i spectrometer (300 grooves/in 
grating, blazed at 550 nm) aligned to the side port of the microscope.  
 
The single molecule/small cluster experiments were done by diluting the stock solution 
with a 1 mg/ml solution of poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) in chloroform. 
Aliquots of volume 50ml were spin coated at 2200 rpm, with acceleration 400rpm/sec, 
and spin time of 120 seconds under nitrogen. The single molecule and nanocrystallite 
spectra were taken under vacuum using the above setup. The large clusters were cast 
from the same solutions after sitting overnight and without sonicating. Extended crystals 
were formed dropcasting the 400mM stock solution directly onto glass substrates and did 
not require a vacuum.   
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
3.1. Solution –Phase Nucleation 
 
Considerable changes in the overall 
emission spectral lineshape and 
photoluminescence (PL) decay 
dynamics as a function of the 
concentration of tetraazaterrylene/ 
chloroform solutions indicate the 
formation of nucleation sites that 
ultimately seed self-assembly of 
micron-sized extended crystals. 
Figure 1 (A-D) shows the 
concentration dependence of the 
PL spectrum from over 4 decades in 
concentration, and corresponding 
PL decay profiles. The spectrum of 
the most concentrated solution (A), 
suggests that it is composed of a 
mixture of crystalline, semi-crystalline 
aggregate and solvated single-
molecules.  The spectrum of the 
most dilute solution (0.4 µM) has 
definite single-molecule character, 
perhaps with amorphous clusters, 
which may be responsible for the 
broadening of the vibronic features.  
 
The scaled solid-state extended 
crystal spectrum has been 
superimposed on each of the solution phase spectra to convey the gradual 
disappearance of the ordered crystal component in the PL spectrum under dilution. It’s 
important to note, that even at near-saturation conditions, where the contribution of 
extended crystal-like fluorescence is high, the solutions are transparent with no turbidity 
or obvious scattering, indicating that the solution-formed crystallites are very small.  
 
Note that the associated long-lived (τ>10 ns) exponential decay component also 
disappears upon dilution. Although, the photoluminescence decay dynamics (figure 1, 
right) also carry concentration dependence, neither the short- nor long-lived 
components of the PL decay change significantly between 4 µM and 0.4 µM, suggesting 
that the longer-lived PL decay component (τ~2.5 ns) is an intrinsic molecular property 
and not exclusively resultant from aggregation.  
 
3.2 The Single Molecule Emission Spectrum 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Photoluminescence Spectra (left, markers) and 
TCSPC histograms (right markers) from solutions of TAT in 
chloroform under dilution from 400 µM (A) to 0.4 (µM), 
showing fits (solid lines). The scaled solid-state extended 
crystal spectrum (grey, shaded) is superimposed on the 
solution phase spectra.  
Figure 2 shows the 
photoluminescence spectrum 
from an isolated TAT molecule in 
a PMMA matrix, cast from a 0.04 
µM solution in chloroform.  The PL 
images of these molecules were 
rapidly blinking, quickly 
photobleaching, diffraction 
limited spots, even in a vacuum 
environment.  The distributions of 
spectrally integrated intensities 
(B), and peak intensity ratios (A) 
are sharply peaked for a random 
survey of the sample, and we 
attribute the spread in each 
distribution to orientation 
differences in the PMMA matrix, 
and blinking. The representative 
single molecule spectrum (C, red 
markers) belongs to the peak 
population in both histograms, having an integrated intensity of 30,000 Counts (per 30 
second integration) and a P1/P2 peak intensity ratio of 1.6, which is slightly higher than 
the value predicted by computational modeling for solution phase TAT (I0-0/I0-1 =1.4). 
 
The PL spectrum of single molecule TAT has remarkably narrow linewidths at room 
temperature, affording an unusually clear picture of the underlying vibronic structure. The 
most noteworthy feature of the spectrum is the asymmetry in the peak lineshapes, 
suggestive of two different vibronic progressions V1 (C, grey filled) and V2 (C, grey 
dashed). The principal progression, V1, carries 70% of the integrated intensity, and is 
characterized by vibronic spacing Ω=142 meV, origin energy E0,sm=2.29 eV and linewidth 
σv1= 31 meV. The secondary progression, V2, carries the remaining 30% intensity and is 
characterized by ω=149 meV, an origin offset from V1 of 51 meV, and linewidth σv2= 45 
meV.  Though the difference in the energy spacing (7 meV) for the two vibrational 
progressions is outside of our experimental error (2-3 meV), we acknowledge the 
possibility that both progressions could be consequent of the same vibration.  From a 
combination of Raman spectroscopy and TDDFT calculations we have discovered 
several molecular vibrations with A1 symmetry with energies between 1100 and 1300 cm-
1, which is common for highly symmetric polyatomics like TAT. Therefore we postulate that 
the vibronic structure superimposed on the spectrum is likely a composite of closely 
spaced modes coupled to the main electronic transition, which may increase the 
uncertainty in the total energy of the coupled vibronic sequence.  
 
When attempting to understand the physical origins of the progression V2, we 
considered two likely possibilities. The first of these is that V1 and V2 progressions 
represent two different vibrations coupled to the same electronic state. For this to be true 
however, V1 and V2 would be required to share the same origin, given that the 0-0 
transition is vibrationless. In this case, the vibronic spacing of V2 would necessarily be 51 
meV, and TDDFT calculations predict that a low energy vibration with A1 symmetry and 
the appropriate spacing (~57 meV) does exist.  However, this low energy vibration did 
not show up with appreciable intensity in the experimental Raman spectrum (available in 
SI). 
 
Figure 2. Peak intensity ratio (A) and spectrally integrated intensity (B) 
histograms for single molecules of TAT cast from CHCL3/PMMA. 
Representative single molecule emission spectrum (C, markers) with 
model spectrum (red solid line underlying vibronic progressions V1 (filled 
grey) and V2 (dashed grey).  
 
We instead propose that the second, red-shifted, vibronic progression originates from a 
triplet state. Under this designation, the appreciable intensity (≈ 30) suggests fairly strong 
spin-orbit coupling, and places an estimate of the exchange energy around 50 meV. This 
value is well within the measured exchange energies for other organic semiconducting 
materials[cite ppv paper etc]. Interactions between triplet excitons -including triplet-
triplet annihilation- have been implicated in the creation of charge transfer states which 
play an important role in the photophysics of TAT extended crystals in the solid state (cite 
spano). The bi-exponential nature of the decay in solution at low concentration, along 
with the remarkably low solution-phase quantum yields also suggests that there may be 
significant involvement of triplet states in the photoluminescence decay.  
 
3.3. J-to-H Transitions in TAT Nanocrystallites 
 
 
Figure 3. (A,B) shows 
representative PL spectra 
from spectroscopically 
distinct TAT 
nanocrystallites. The 
crystallites were assayed 
by spin-casting from a 0.4 
µM solution of TAT in 
CHCL3/PMMA.  These 
crystallites are smaller 
than the camera 
diffraction limit (< 300 nm 
in all dimensions) and 
blink rapidly in a similar 
fashion to the single 
molecules, however they 
have drastically different 
statistics. The structure of 
TAT crystals grown on 
silica substrates via 
chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) is 
known (briseno et al), 
and preliminary excitation 
polarization anisotropy experiments (which will be reported elsewhere) suggest that the 
crystal structure upon self-assembly from chloroform solutions is similar.  
 
We observed cluster spectra that appeared distinctly H-like (A) and J-like (B) with some 
considerable variability in count rate. As indicated by the intensity scales, the H-like 
clusters have significantly lower integrated intensities (60,000 counts) while the J-like 
clusters showed 5- 10x higher intensities. This is consistent with the well-known behavior for 
H and J aggregates. Notably, the integrated intensity histogram in (C) does not consist of 
strictly J-type and H-type emitters; there is a continuum of spectral characteristics 
bounded by these two species, with the single molecule intensities making up the highest 
intermediate population at around 30,000 counts.  
  
Figure 4 (A-D) shows representative spectra spanning the continuum from J- to H- 
aggregates. The spectra were modeled using two spectral components that were 
          Figure 3. Histogram of spectrally integrated photoluminescence intensities 
(C) for nanocrystallites of TAT under unpolarized excitation, with representative 
spectra with statistically high (B) and low (A) intensities. 
 
identified from the single-molecule measurements (v1 and v2). The spectrum in (A) has 
the smallest contribution of V2 to the total intensity carrying less relative intensity than in 
the single molecule spectrum at 20%, and (D) has the largest relative contribution of V2, 
carrying almost half of the total intensity (47%). The increase in the V2 spectral 
contribution is accompanied with an order of magnitude reduction in the integrated 
intensity. The schematic in figure 4 (E) illustrates the likely structure of the nanocrystallites.  
We believe it likely that crystallization nucleates in the molecular plane, as TAT molecules 
assemble into the T-stack pattern. In contrast with its close cousin terrylene, the nitrogens 
in the TAT structure draw electron density into the center of the molecule, leaving the 
outside rings slightly electron deficient. When packing, the lone pairs on the nitrogens 
interact with the outside rings to produce the T-stack pattern and box-like unit cell. 
Subsequent assembly of the T-stacked planes via π-stacking produces the 3-dimensional 
crystal structure.  
 
The effective chromophore coupling along either dimension of the chromophore plane 
is end-to-end, and would therefore produce J-aggregate-like emission. The reason that 
the peak intensity ratios for the J-type species are not drastically larger than those from 
the single molecule could be because the TAT structure is different than a traditional 
linear J-aggregate. We speculate that the component of the transition dipole moment 
oriented transverse to the conjugation axis of the molecule is comparatively smaller, 
therefore lessening the strength of the end-to-end coupling. Since there is no obvious 
mechanism for charge transfer in this plane, we see spectra whose shape resembles the 
single molecule spectrum, but with slightly larger intensity ratios (I0-0/I0-1 often > 2) and 
statistically larger integrated intensities. A marked increase in the radiative decay rate 
relative to the single molecule is a well-known effect of J-type coupling, and probably 
competes with the intersystem crossing, resulting in the observed increase in the relative 
contribution of V1.  
 
Figure 4. Photoluminescence spectra from different nanocrystallites with progressively decreasing spectrally 
integrated intensities (A-D), showing the evolution of the underlying vibronic progressions V1 (shaded) and 
V2 (dashed lines) with growth along the crystal-axis (a-axis) as indicated in the schematic (E).  
The structural reason behind the J- to- H transition of V1 from figure 4 (A-D) is very likely to 
do with balance between directional chromophore interactions within the crystal 
structure caused by growth along the crystallographic a-axis. Spectra with contributions 
from coulomb interactions in both directions exhibit progressively H-type emission, 
signaled by lower overall emission intensities and peak intensity ratios (I0-0/I0-1 often < 1). 
Since the proposed triplet- mediated charge transfer interactions occur along the π-
stack (or a-axis), larger spectral intensity contributions from the secondary progression, 
V2, are also associated with growth in this direction.  We are not sure what causes the J-
to-H transition of V2, but we speculate that it is a result of the balance between 
increasing contributions from long-range coulomb interactions  (associated with H-type 
progression envelopes) and short-range charge-transfer interactions (associated with J-
type progression envelopes), both occurring along the π-stack axis.  
 
3.4. Polarization Dependent Photophysics of Large Nanocrystallites 
 
The directional nature of the coupling mechanisms allows for direct interrogation of the 
charge transfer interaction using linearly polarized excitation. Figure 5 shows the 
photoluminescence image (C), the emission intensity trajectory in response to rotating 
input polarization angle (D) and polarization-resolved PL decays for excitation polarized 
along the x-axis and emission polarized along the x-axis (A, red markers) and y-axis (B, 
blue markers) with fits (black lines) to the long-time fluorescence decay (t > 10 ns).  
 
Large polarization contrast 
parameter values (0.4<M<0.6), as 
are typically seen for these large 
nanocrystallites, indicate that the 
overall transition dipole moment 
along the p-stack axis is small 
compared to that of the 
chromophore plane, which is 
oriented roughly 21° off of the Y-
axis. The balance of the elements 
that contribute to the transition 
dipole moment is more 
complicated in larger extended 
structures and will be reported in 
detail at a later time.  
 
Figure 5 A and B show the 
photoluminescence decay 
dynamics for a large 
nanocrystallites with an extended 
a-axis excited along the crystal axis 
with linearly polarized light. The 
fluorescence was resolved into its x 
(parallel to the crystal axis) and y 
(transverse) components. Emission 
polarized parallel to the crystal axis is well-represented with a powerlaw decay model 
(I(t)=A*t-p), while emission polarized transverse to the crystal axis follows exponential 
decay dynamics. The presence of powerlaw emission is indicative of exciton dissociation 
and recombination via tunneling, and is consistent with a strong contribution of the 
charge transfer mechanism to the overall photoluminescence in the p-stack direction. 
 
Figure 5. Polarization-resolved photoluminescence decay for the 
nanocrystal with extended a-axis showing powerlaw fits (I(t)=A*t-
p)for t >10 ns for excitation polarized along the in the x direction 
and emission polarized in the X (A, red markers) and Y (B, blue 
markers) directions. Photoluminescence image (C) with relevant 
axis assignments and photoluminescence Intensity trajectory 
(blue markers) in response to rotating excitation polarization 
(grey dashed) showing significant excitation anisotropy (D). 
The large values of the powerlaw exponents (P~-4.5) suggest small electron-hole 
separation distances within these nanocrystallites. While the short-lived exponential 
components (t<5 ns) seen in both emission directions can be confidently assigned to 
geminate singlet-exciton recombination, the long-lived exponential decay shown in 
figure 5(B) is likely originates from a triplet state. Although we believe these crystallites to 
be at least partially formed in the solutions from which they’re cast, all the decays seen 
from solution phase TAT are exponential. We speculate that the significant contraction of 
the crystal lattice that occurs during the suspension-to-solid transition turns the dense 
collection of triplet states (characterized by the long lived exponential decays) into well-
formed charge transfer states (producing powerlaw emission).   
 
 
3.5. Large Hybrid Clusters 
The penultimate step in the hierarchical growth of extended TAT crystals is large cluster 
formation. Large clusters are cast from solutions that have been allowed to nucleate 
overnight, and appear under illumination to be larger than the diffraction limit, and to 
photobleach steadily with little to no visible blinking at early times, and some blinking 
around the periphery of the cluster appearing at late times. Figure 6  (A) shows a hybrid 
cluster spectrum that appears as a mixture of amorphous (single-molecule like) spectra, 
and a J-aggregate core, as indicated in the inset schematic.  The spectra from back to 
front are taken sequentially in time suggesting that photobleaching of the amorphous 
surface occurs more quickly, leaving the ordered core mainly intact.  Intensity ratios of 
the peaks P1/P2 and P3/P4 were seen to be independent of time, indicating that they 
belong to separate vibronic progressions.  
 
The single molecule spectrum is a perfect representation of the cluster spectrum high-
energy region with a small shift (b,c,grey shaded). The low energy region looks like a very 
redshifted J-aggregate (b, c, maroon shaded), which is consistent with crystal growth in 
the chromophore plane. The crystal core spectrum features a very redshifted origin, 
larger peak intensity ratios, and slower photobleaching, all consistent with higher order 
 
Figure 6. Spectral changes in large clusters during photo bleaching (A). Spectra for first (C) and last (D) frames in 
the time sequence showing underlying single molecule-like (blue shaded) and crystal-core (maroon shaded) 
components. The inset shows a crystalline core with an amorphous surrounding layer consistent with the spectrum. 
 
crystallization. Decomposition of the spectrum into two regions with different 
photobleaching rates and significantly different origins reveals that the large clusters are 
composed of a J-aggregate core and single molecule halo, with the latter dominating 
the photoluminescence at early times (B), and contributing roughly equally at later times 
(C).   
 
3.6. Progressive Assembly of Extended TAT crystals  
 
Figure 7 shows the spectral 
relationship between isolated 
single molecules, large hybrid 
clusters and extended crystals. As 
shown in (A), there is a small red 
shift (ΔE=26 meV) between the 
isolated single molecule spectrum  
(grey line) and the high-energy 
region of the small cluster (grey 
shaded), which is consistent with a 
change in the dielectric 
environment upon aggregation. 
There is an even smaller red shift 
(only 12 meV) between the origin 
of the j-aggregate cluster core 
(maroon shaded) and the 
extended crystal spectrum origin. 
In fact, the positions of the vibronic 
components that compose the 
crystal spectrum are nearly 
identical to those composing the 
cluster core, but due to slightly 
smaller vibronic spacing in the 
crystal there is a minor mismatch of 
the low energy components.  
 
 
The fact the there is a surprisingly 
small red shift in the origin energy 
during the transition from cluster (a 
structure barely bigger than the 
diffraction limit) to a many-micron- 
long extended crystal suggests that j-aggregate cluster cores have dimensions 
comparable to the thermodynamic limit for crystal thickness. Also, the distinct J-type 
shape of the crystalline core suggests that crystals grow preferentially laterally prior to 
forming large π-stacks. Although the lineshapes for extended crystals and small clusters 
look drastically different, we propose that this change is due primarily to the j-to-h 
transition of both V1 and V2 crystalline spectral components, occurring as a 
consequence of the exaggerated aspect ratios of extended crystals.  
 
 4. Conclusions  
 
Tetraazaterrylene undergoes discrete hierarchical self-assembly via solution-phase 
nucleation to form extended crystals. The discrete nature of the assembly process 
 
 
Figure 7. Progressive assembly of TAT from single molecule to large 
cluster (A), and cluster to crystal (B).  The isolated single molecule (A, 
grey solid line) is shown for reference, and the large cluster spectrum 
(maroon dashed) is shown with components: shifted single molecule 
(grey filled) and the crystalline core (, maroon filled).  The components 
of the crystal spectrum (B, grey markers) are not shown as well, but v1 
for the crystal is H-type with an origin very close in energy to that of the 
cluster core. 
allowed for step-by-step interrogation of the intermediate stages and elucidation of their 
spectral characteristics. In light of new information afforded by characterization of single 
molecules and nanocrystallites, we suggest that the balance between coulomb 
coupling and charge transfer interactions is actually two-dimensional, depending heavily 
on differential growth rates of the chromophore and π-stack planes. In crystals with 
exaggerated aspect ratios with respect to the nucleation seeds, the balance effectively 
boils down to one dimension, since the dominant coulomb coupling and charge transfer 
interactions both occur along the π-stack.  The charge transfer mechanism can be 
selectively activated using polarized excitation. The size and shape dependence of this 
effect will be reported in detail elsewhere.  
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The problem of short characteristic exciton diffusion lengths(∼10!15 nm) in organic semiconductors has generated
significant interest in nanostructured assemblies of conjugated
polymers for solar energy harvesting applications. Directed
assembly of p-/n-type semiconducting polymer nanoparticles
offers an interesting possible solution to the mesoscale morphol-
ogy problem in organic light harvesting systems, where both
dimensions and stable packing geometries may give rise to more
robust and efficient organic PV devices.1a!e Recent studies by
several groups point to the importance of control over particle
size and internal structural order for the optimization of charge
efficiency and charge separation.1c,d,2 The interesting aspect of
the nanoparticle approach for photovoltaic applications is that
for certain nanoparticle packing structures that can, in principle,
be defined by nanoparticle size, there exist extended, continuous,
conducting paths for electrons and holes. In keeping with this
thinking, the Venkatraman group has devised new synthetic
methodologies for preparing nanoparticles of organic semicon-
ductors with tunable sizes and degrees of crystallinity. In this
Letter, we examine the time- and polarization-resolved photo-
luminescence (PL) from individual regioregular rr-P3HT (poly-
3-(hexylthiophine)) nanoparticles as a function of both size and
internal crystallinity (unpublished results). Our measurements
reveal PL dynamics that depend on both size and internal
structure, and that are qualitatively different from extended
P3HT films in every decay time regime. Perhaps most interesting
is the observed size dependence in the long-time regime, which,
when described with a power law decay (related to mean
electron!hole separation distances), shows significantly larger
exponent values than those recently observed in extended films.3
These results yield new understanding of the relationship
between photophysics and nanoparticle properties and imply
the feasibility of hierarchical assemblies of conducting polymer
nanoparticles4 as a route to higher efficiency in organic PV
systems.
The photophysics of polythiophene and polythiophene
blends are currently the focus of intense research efforts across
many different disciplines. Recent studies of time-resolved
pump!probe polarization anisotropy in absorption and
luminescence5 using fluorescence upconversion6 and streak
camera techniques3,7 have been reported for P3HT in thin films,
pointing to exciton migration and charge separation processes
that occur on time scales on the order of a few picoseconds,6a
as well as long time scale dynamics attributed to radiative re-
combination of polaron pairs.3,8 However, because of the sensi-
tivity to path length and absorber density in ultrafast methods,
such techniques are difficult to apply to single molecules or
isolated nanostructures. Polarization methods, in particular, are
powerful tools for elucidating the details of internal order and
multichromophoric character in single-polymer chains and
nanoparticles.4,9a!9e However, such “steady-state” polarization
methods are incapable of recovering dynamical information from
singlemolecules or isolated nanostructures on time scales shorter
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ABSTRACT: We report on a remarkable size and internal structure dependence on time-
and polarization-resolved photoluminescence (PL) from individual regioregular rrP3HT
(poly-3-(hexylthiophine)) nanoparticles. For the smallest particles (∼34 nm) with rela-
tively low crystallinity (40%), the time evolution of polarization contrast is nearly stationary;
for intermediate-sized particles (∼ 65 nm), depolarization occurs on a 1!2 ns time scale.
The largest and most crystalline particles studied (118 nm, 70%) show a PL depolarization
on a time scale of <50 ps. In every time regime, we observe P3HT nanoparticle PL dynamics
that are qualitatively different from those of extended films and single-polymer chains,
highlighted by intriguing differences in power law dynamics in the PL intensity at long times.
This work may support the hypothesis that hierarchical assemblies of conducting polymer
nanoparticles could offer a route to higher efficiency in organic photovoltaic systems.
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than ∼1 μs due to limitations imposed by mechanical rotation
times or CCD camera frame rates.
Figure 1 summarizes the properties of the P3HTnanoparticles
under investigation here. The ratio between the intensities of the
vibronic band (610 nm) and the main absorption band in the
UV/vis absorption spectra of aqueous dispersions of nanoparti-
cles provided a measure of net crystallinity. High-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images confirm
the semicrystalline nature of the nanoparticles and provide the
additional insight that the particles are actually polycrystalline,
with multiple crystalline domains that are nonuniformly or-
iented. The nominal sizes of the nanoparticle families were
determined with dynamic light scattering (DLS) and confirmed
with AFM surface height scans.
The experiments described here employ a variant of time-
tagged/time-resolved (T3R) single-photon counting, with ac-
cess to polarization dynamics on time scales ultimately limited by
the (picosecond) time-to-digital conversion resolution. We used
a pair of high-timing precision avalanche photodiodes (APDs)
(id Quantique id100!50) arranged in a Hanbury!Brown Twiss
configuration and registered to the same point in the sample
plane. This point corresponds to the center of an iris that was
placed in the emission path and tightened so that the fluores-
cence signal of only a single particle would be sent through the
detection path. This, along with sparse particle populations in the
sample plane (described in Supporting Information), ensured
that all signals collected were from single particles. A neutral 50/
50 beamsplitter was used to divide the fluorescence signal,
followed by linear analyzers in front of each APD to sort signal
photons by polarization state (perpendicular/parallel) with
respect to the polarization of the excitation pulse. The individual
APD signals were input into a precision channel router
(PicoQuant PHR800 Uni-Router) and directed into a time-to-
digital converter (PicoQuant TimeHarp300_V2) operating in
T3R mode. As in conventional T3R measurements,10 this
approach enables construction of fluorescence lifetime trajec-
tories by sorting a cluster of photon events within a given global
time segment by (local) arrival time relative to the most recent
excitation pulse. Because each detected photon has an additional
polarization “tag”, we have access to information on the picose-
cond time evolution of the polarization contrast, as well as
polarization correlations between individual photon detection
events.
We used a vertically polarized PicoQuant pulsed diode laser
operating at 440 nm (pulse width≈ 50 ps) with a 10 or 40 MHz
repetition rate as an excitation source. The laser spot was weakly
focused (∼10 μm spot size) and set up in epi-illumination
geometry, with an average nominal input intensity of ∼1 kW/
cm2. Nanoparticle sizes were determined using both dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and in situ AFM surface height measure-
ments. Isolated P3HT nanoparticle samples were prepared by
drop-casting from dilute (∼10!9 M) aqueous solution onto
plasma-cleaned glass coverslips. PL data from individual particles
were accumulated for typically 3!5 min. Detailed count rate
analysis (Supporting Information) of the PL from different
nanoparticle families showed the onset of a process that com-
petes with radiative recombination and that scales with the
particle size and internal volume fraction of crystalline P3HT.
This could be a similar effect as that observed for collapsedMEH-
PPV chains by the Scheblykin group.11
Figure 2 summarizes the PL decay distributions from two
different NP families, 115 nm (55% crystallinity), and 118 nm
(70% crystallinity). Each single-particle decay function was fit to
a decaying three-exponential function convoluted with our
instrument response function (see Supporting Information for
details). The peaks in Figure 2 are Gaussian fits to histograms of
decay constants, whose areas have been scaled according to the
relative contribution to the total detected PL, thus approximating
a decay rate probability function. The dashed gray curve repre-
sents the distribution of single-exponential decay constants
obtained from single chains of P3HT cast from chloroform.
Thus, the central peak, which appears between 300 and 900 ps
depending on particle size, is associated with radiative decay of
the relaxed singlet exciton,6a although it presents with consider-
able variability among the different nanoparticle families (data
not shown). The long-time decay components that appear above
500 ps are most sensitive to the crystallinity! an effect that is most
prominent in the largest nanoparticle family with the highest
crystallinity.
Figure 1. (Left) HRTEM image of a 116 nm particle. Crystalline
domains of about 5!10 nm have been highlighted. The insets display
the crystalline arrangements of each crystal. From these images, it is
evident that the internal crystalline domains are randomly oriented.
(Right) Normalized UV!vis absorption of four nanoparticle families.
(Bottom) Two of these nanoparticles have different mean sizes (32 and
60 nm as determined from DLS) and the same crystallinity, as
determined by the UV!vis absorption, while (Top) we display UV!vis
absorption for two families of similar size but different crystalinity, as
evident from the difference in the shoulder at 600 nm.
Figure 2. Gaussian fits of histograms of PL decay components from
P3HT nanoparticles: 118 nm, 70% crystalline and 115 nm, 55%
crystalline. Histogram areas have been normalized to show the relative
contributions (amplitudes) of each decay component. The distribution
of single-exponential decay times for single P3HT chains of Æτæ = 600 ps
is shown by the dashed curve (arbitrary scale).
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Figure 3A!C displays polarization-resolved PL decay data for
34 and 60 nm (both with 40% crystallinity) and 118 nm (70%
crystallinity) NPs, compared with the (single-exponential) PL
decay of a single P3HT chain (gray trace). Figure 3D!F shows
the corresponding polarization contrast, M = (Npara !
Nperp)/(Npara + Nperp); Npara/perp are the number of detected
counts in the parallel/perpendicular polarization channels as a
function of local photon arrival time (ns). In this analysis, the
local photon arrival times (relative times referenced to the
excitation pulse) were binned to give approximately equal
numbers of counts in each local time segment, thus roughly
equal in uncertainty inM. For the 34 nm sample, the polarization
contrast appears nearly stationary in local time, with a typical
mean value ofM = 0.25. For the largest particles, the PL appears
to be almost completely depolarized at early times and acquires a
weak (positive) bias at longer times. By far the most interesting
behavior is seen for the 60 nm NPs, which show PL depolariza-
tion on a 1!2 ns time scale. In every particle family studied, the
time variation of polarization contrast with local time appears
roughly independent of which global time segment is selected in
the PL trajectory. Thus, the underlying dynamics governing the
time evolution of polarization contrast seem to be constant in
coarse time and only weakly associated with photobleaching. We
speculate that the size dependence in the time evolution of
polarization contrast could be due to the relationship between
crystal domain sizes and the number of different crystalline
domains within each nanoparticle. Preliminary HRTEM results
(Figure 1) show that the largest particles with the largest percent
crystallinity are polycrystalline, with crystal domains that are on
the order of 10 nm. If the average initial crystalline domain size is
independent of nanoparticle size (that is, formed prior to
nanoparticle assembly), then size constraints allow for only
two or three crystalline domains in the smallest particles, thus
producing strong (and constant) polarization anisotropies. In
contrast, the largest polycrystalline particles would presumably
have randomly oriented domains, thereby giving depolarized
emission at short time scales.
Recent reports3 have suggested that radiative recombination
in P3HT occurs primarily at the interface of lamellar (crystalline)
and poorly stacked (amorphous) domains.3,12a,12b Charge se-
paration occurs over subnanosecond time scales (thus scram-
bling the polarization in emission) by dissociation of excitons
created at interfaces between lamellar (aggregate) and poorly
stacked (nonaggregate) domains. Thus, the time evolution of the
polarization contrast that we observe in the 34 and 60 nm
nanoparticles could be related to anisotropic exciton diffusion
within the crystal domain directions. The distinct time evolution
in the 60 nm particle family may be a consequence of a crystal
“ripening” effect. In smaller particles, surface energy and size
constraints would inhibit further growth of crystalline domains
through nucleation. Because the nanoparticles with the highest
crystallinity are likely highly polycrystalline, there may be numer-
ous nucleation sites, which would mean that the average indivi-
dual domain size would not change very much through nucleated
crystal growth. The 60 nm particle with low crystallinity may
have the proper conditions for significant nucleated crystal
growth, and therefore, the crystal domains may be larger than
those in the small and large, but polycrystalline, particles.
In the model proposed recently by Paquin and co-workers to
describe the time dependence of PL decay in P3HT films,3 the
long-time dynamics can be modeled with a power law, given by
I(t) ≈ A 3 t!(1+μ), where A is an amplitude and the power law
exponent μ is given by the ratio of the mean e!/h+ radius and a
distance parameter characterizing tunneling in the material.3,8b
Paquin and co-workers reported a value of μ = 0.54 for neat
P3HT films, which appeared to be independent of temperature
and polarization. Figure 4 shows a comparison of PL decay in the
long-time regime from 60 and 170 nm P3HT nanoparticles with
40 and 50% crystallinity, respectively. Because the PL is so weak
in this time regime at room temperature, PL decay signals from
approximately 20 different nanoparticles, collected individually,
within a particular family were combined for the analysis. For the
Figure 3. Polarization-resolved PL decay from different P3HT nano-
particles, (A) 34 nm/40%xtal, (B) 60 nm/40%xtal, and (C) 118 nm/
70%xtal. The corresponding polarization contrast parameter time
evolution for (A!C) is given in (D!F). The scale for the polarization
contrast,M, is the same for all (D!F), and the time-resolved count data
have been segmented to give approximately equal numbers of total
counts at each time. The different traces in (D!F) correspond to
different time segments in the PL trajectory.
Figure 4. Power law analysis of long-time PL decay from 60 nm (blue
triangles and red squares denote different polarization components) and
170 nm (gray circles, polarization contributions combined) P3HT
nanoparticles. Signals from ∼20 different particles within the same size
family were combined. The data were binned at 5 ns intervals between
20 and 100 ns. The red and blue solid lines represent fits to the PL data
with a power law argument of μ = 1.7; the solid black line indicates a
power law fit with μ = 0.7 ((0.1).
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170 nm sample, we recovered a value of μ = 0.7 ( 0.1, which is
close to the reported thin film value.3 For the 60 nm sample, we
obtained a value of μ = 1.7 ((0.1), nearly a factor of 3 larger than
the thin film value. This suggests that the average electron!hole
radius is significantly larger in the 60 nm particles. This could be
due in part to screened electrostatic interactions between carriers
inside the nanoparticle and charges on the surfactant bound to
the surface. Alternatively, a reduction of the charge tunneling
distance in the material due to confinement in the nanoparticles
could also increase the value of the power law exponent. The
larger power law exponent for the PL decay in 60 nm particles
may, as we speculated earlier, be associated with larger crystalline
domain sizes.
In summary, our measurements of polarization- and time-
resolved photoluminescence from P3HT nanoparticles have
revealed an interesting dependence on particle size and internal
structure. Qualitatively, these results can be interpreted in terms
of an enhanced probability of charge separation upon photo-
excitation that competes with radiative recombination and
increases with increasing internal P3HT nanoparticle crystal
fraction. This interpretation is supported by the PL intensity
and count rate data, which shows a dramatic falloff (compared
with a simple r3 dependence) with particle size, (shown in
Supporting Information). In addition, the time evolution of
polarization contrast indicates an interesting size/structure-de-
pendent polarization dephasing; the origin of this is not com-
pletely clear. Finally, the power law analysis of the long-time PL
decay suggests a significantly larger mean electron!hole radius
for smaller nanoparticles, which may facilitate higher charge
harvesting efficiencies in a nanoparticle-based organic photovol-
taic architecture.
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APPENDIX%E%
MARKOV%CHAIN%MODELING%OF%EXCITON%DIFFUSION%IN%P3HT%
%
MATHEMATICA!CODE!
�� ������������������������
������ ������ ���������������������
������������
���������������������������������������������������������
(*M is a user input. It represents the polariztion contrast parameter extrapolated from data at tau=0)*)
M = 0.75
0.75`
(*a (alpha) is calculated from the definition of M and can be solved based on the input for M*)
� = (� + �) / (� - �)
��
(*tone is the lifetime associated with the trials whose state previous to ground state was intra, ttwo is the 
lieftime for inter, resolution is also an input, all in units of picoseconds*)
���� = ���
���
���� = ���
���
���������� = ��
��
(* Utilization of a solve statement to determine the value of P11 in the transition matrix. Input the experi-
mentally measured fluorescence lifetimes to generate the integrals corresponding to a and b.The 
parameters a and b are probabilities of staying in the initial state.These probabilities are the value of the 
integral over 1 time step.Because discretemarkovprocess does not have an intrinsic time scale we have 
to represent the decay constant as the lifetime (in ps) divided by the experimental binwidth (also in 
ps).This will give a number close to 1 for the probabilitiy of staying in that state though a single itera-
tion.The actual user must input 2 variables into each function:τone-> experiemtnal lifetime1 in ps, and 
resolution-> experimental resolution in ps .The variable trans is used to convert the output from the 
solve statement into a numerical value h*){{�����}} = �[����� ����������] =
�����[����������[���[-� / (���� / ����������)]� {�� �� �}] ⩵ �� �]{{� → ��������}}
� = � /� �����
��������
����������� ������� ��������������������������
(* ���� ����� ��������� ������ ��� ���� ������� �� ��� �������� ����
������ ���� �� �� ���� �� ��������� ��� ����� �� ��� �� ��� ���������� ������ *){{������}} = �[����� ����������] =
�����[����������[���[-� / (���� / ����������)]� {�� �� �}] ⩵ �� �]
� = � /� �����
(* flipinfolist is an empty list. This code uses a Module so that the designated variables are treated 
locally, allowing for recursive execution of the following code within the Module *)
������������������������������������������
������������ = {}�
������������[�_] �=
��[������[{�� ����� ���������� ������ ��������������� ���������� ��������}�(* ��� ������ �� ��������������������� ��� ��� �������
����� ������ ��� ���������� ������� ���� �������� ����������
���� ��� ��������� ����������� ������� �� ��� ���� *)
� = ���������������������[{�� �� �}� {{�� �� � - �}� {�� �� � - �}� {�� �� �}}]�(* ����� ���� ����� �� ���� ������ � ������ ���� �� �� ���������� ����
����� �� ������ ����� ��� ������������� �� ������������� ���� ���
���������� ������� ������������ �������� � ���� �� ������� ������
��� ����� ������� ������������ ��� ����� �������� ��������� ��� ������ ������
���� ��� ������ ������� ������������ ��� ���� ����*)
���� = ��������������[�� {�� ��}]�
��������� = ����[������]�
����� = ���������[[���� �]]�(*�� ������� ��� ����� (����� �� ��� ������ �� ���� �����)
���� ����������� �� ��� ����� ���������� �� ��� ��������� �����(����� � �� ������) ��� ��� ���� �� �� ��� ���������� �����*)
�������������� = ����[�������������[������ �]� �]�
��������� = ����[���������[[�������������[������ �] - �� �]]� �]�
��������[�] = {���������� ��������������}�
������������ = ������[������������� ��������[�]]]� {�� �� �}](* ���� ������� ��� ������ ������� ������ ��� ������ �=
�� � [ ����� �� �������� ��� ���������� �� ����������� *)
������������[��]
�������������
(* This next part of the code creates two new empty lists, intra and inter which separate the ordered 
pairs from flipinfolist into one list containing the fliptimes coming from intra state (FromState=1) and the 
other list containing fliptimes coming from the inter state (FromState=2) *)
2 ���  INDEPENDENT STUDY FINAL WITH COMMENTS.nb
����������� ������� ��������������������������
����������������������������������������������������
������[{���������� ���������}� ��������� = {}�
��������� = {}�
��[��[������������[[�� �]] ⩵ �� ��������� =
������[���������� ������������[[�� �]]]]� {�� �� ������[������������]}]�
��[��[������������[[�� �]] ⩵ �� ��������� =
������[���������� ������������[[�� �]]]]� {�� �� ������[������������]}]�{������ �����} = {���������� ���������}]�
������
������(*���� ���� �������� ���� ��� ���������� ��� ��������
���� ������ �� ����� �� ��� ������ �� ����������� ����� ��������� *)
������[�����] + ������[�����]
��
�����{��� �� ��� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� �}
�����
{}
������������������������������
(*This code creates a histogram representing the number of photons emitted at different flip times within 
a chosen bincount. Two curves should be generated, one representing FromState =intra and the other 
representing FromState=inter *)
���������� = ���������[������ {�� ������[�����]}]�
���������� = ���������[������ {�� ������[�����]}]�
������������[{����������� ����������}� ��������� → ���]
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
(*The probability of staying in the initial state (1-probability of flipping) increases as the lifetime 
increases and decreases as the lifetime diminishes.This trend works,so the integrals fairly represent the 
process.*)
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